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Abstract

Oceanic lee waves are generated when quasi-steady flows interact with rough topography at the bottom of the ocean, providing

an important sink of energy and momentum from the mean flow and a source of turbulent kinetic energy. Linear theory with

a spectral representation of topography is typically used to inform parameterisations of lee wave generation. Here, we use a

realistic wave resolving simulation of the Drake Passage, a hot-spot of lee wave generation, to investigate the utility of such

parameterisations for areas of complex large scale topography. The flow is often blocked and split by large amplitude topographic

features, creating an ‘effective topography’, and calling into question the spectral representation of small scale topography for

lee wave generation. By comparing the resolved modelled wave field to parameterisations employing various representations

of topography, we show that spectral methods may not be appropriate in areas of rough topography. We develop a simple

topographic representation consisting of an ensemble of topographic peaks, which allows physical treatment of flow blocking at

finite amplitude topography. This method allows better prediction of bottom vertical velocities and lee wave energy flux than

spectral methods, and implies that the nature of lee waves in such regions can be misrepresented by a spectral approach to

topographic representation. This leads to both an overestimate of wave energy flux and an underestimate of wave nonlinearity,

with implications for the mechanisms by which lee waves break and mix in the abyssal ocean.
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Key Points:5

• Typical lee wave estimates may overestimate wave energy flux and underestimate6

wave nonlinearity, with implications for how waves break7

• Estimates can be improved by a topographic representation that allows flow block-8

ing at individual features as opposed to spectral methods9

• This can pave the way for implicit representation of topographic waves in non-wave-10

resolving climate models11
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Abstract12

Oceanic lee waves are generated when quasi-steady flows interact with rough topogra-13

phy at the bottom of the ocean, providing an important sink of energy and momentum14

from the mean flow and a source of turbulent kinetic energy. Linear theory with a spec-15

tral representation of topography is typically used to inform parameterisations of lee wave16

generation. Here, we use a realistic wave resolving simulation of the Drake Passage, a17

hot-spot of lee wave generation, to investigate the utility of such parameterisations for18

areas of complex large scale topography. The flow is often blocked and split by large am-19

plitude topographic features, creating an ‘effective topography’, and calling into ques-20

tion the spectral representation of small scale topography for lee wave generation. By21

comparing the resolved modelled wave field to parameterisations employing various rep-22

resentations of topography, we show that spectral methods may not be appropriate in23

areas of rough topography. We develop a simple topographic representation consisting24

of an ensemble of topographic peaks, which allows physical treatment of flow blocking25

at finite amplitude topography. This method allows better prediction of bottom verti-26

cal velocities and lee wave energy flux than spectral methods, and implies that the na-27

ture of lee waves in such regions can be misrepresented by a spectral approach to topo-28

graphic representation. This leads to both an overestimate of wave energy flux and an29

underestimate of wave nonlinearity, with implications for the mechanisms by which lee30

waves break and mix in the abyssal ocean.31

Plain Language Summary32

Oceanic lee waves are generated when currents and eddies interact with rough sea-33

floor topography, and are important for causing turbulent mixing in the deep ocean when34

they break. Representing their effect in global models that cannot resolve them is chal-35

lenging because estimates of wave generation depend on the sea-floor topography, which36

is not known at sufficient resolution globally, and is often too high for standard theories37

to apply. Here, we employ a novel method that better represents (compared to existing38

methods) the role of high resolution, rough, topography in inference of lee wave energy39

flux. Our study highlights the need for continuing efforts toward high-resolution map-40

ping of the sea floor and is a step forward towards representing lee waves in coarse-resolution41

climate models.42

1 Introduction43

Oceanic lee waves are generated when quasi-steady stratified flow is disturbed by44

sea-floor topography, creating a vertically propagating wave that is phase locked to the45

generating topographic feature. Lee waves are known to be an important sink of energy46

from the eddying geostrophic flow, particularly in the Southern Ocean (SO), where they47

extract energy from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) as it interacts with the48

rough topography (Nikurashin et al., 2012; Naveira Garabato et al., 2013; Yang et al.,49

2018). The energy in the lee wave field must then be redistributed, either back to the50

mean flow via wave-mean interactions, or to turbulent scales via a forward cascade, thus51

facilitating the transfer of energy from global scale wind- and buoyancy-forced currents52

to small-scale turbulent dissipation and mixing. Breaking internal waves are a major source53

of mixing in the interior ocean, allowing water mass transformation and sustaining the54

abyssal branch of the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) (Wunsch & Ferrari,55

2004; Mashayek, Salehipour, et al., 2017; MacKinnon et al., 2017; Whalen et al., 2020;56

Legg, 2021).57

Occurring on horizontal scales of O(1 km - 10 km) and vertical scales of O(100 m - 1km),58

the full spectrum of lee waves is horizontally and vertically at the sub-grid-scale of even59

the most highly resolved global ocean models, and their effect on the oceanic buoyancy60

budget (through mixing) and momentum budget (through wave drag) must be param-61
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eterised. Previous work to estimate and parameterise lee wave energy flux in the ocean62

has been substantial. Most studies build upon the theoretical linear theory of (Bell, 1975),63

which, given some near-topography background flow speed and stratification, and some64

sufficiently small amplitude topography, allows the calculation of the linear wave per-65

turbation fields and energy flux. Global estimates based on linear theory have estimated66

that the global energy flux into lee waves is between 0.15-0.75 TW, with over half oc-67

curring in the SO (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Trossman et al., 2013;68

Nikurashin et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2014). Parameterisations of lee wave driven mix-69

ing have been applied to ocean models using these estimated maps of wave generation70

by assuming that wave energy decays in the bottom few hundred metres of the ocean71

and inferring a corresponding turbulent diffusivity, showing that lee wave driven mix-72

ing has a significant impact on the ocean state and MOC through deep water mass trans-73

formation (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2013; Melet et al., 2014; Broadbridge et al., 2016).74

Comparisons of linear lee wave predictions to in-situ observations in the Southern75

Ocean have found that turbulent dissipation inferred from microstructure measurements76

could be up to an order of magnitude less than would be expected if all of the the es-77

timated lee wave energy was dissipated in the deep ocean (Sheen et al., 2013; Waterman78

et al., 2013, 2014; Cusack et al., 2017; Voet et al., 2020). One possible source of this dis-79

crepancy is the assumption, made in theoretical estimates, that lee wave energy finds a80

local sink in turbulent dissipation and mixing due to wave breaking. Recent studies have81

suggested that this energy could instead propagate downstream and dissipate non-locally82

(Zheng & Nikurashin, 2019; Zheng et al., 2022), be reabsorbed into a sheared mean flow83

that decreases with height above bottom (Kunze & Lien, 2019), or interact with the up-84

per ocean and reflect from the ocean surface (Baker & Mashayek, 2021). Another pos-85

sible source of this discrepancy is that the generation estimates are too high. Trossman86

et al. (2015) compared several different lee wave parameterisations with observations in87

the Southern Ocean, and found high sensitivity to the representation of topography used.88

The representation of topography for lee wave parameterisations is a large source89

of uncertainty for two primary reasons. Firstly, resolved bathymetric data at a sufficient90

resolution for lee wave generation is currently only available over around 20.6% of the91

ocean floor, where in-situ multi- or single-beam surveys have been carried out (GEBCO92

Bathymetric Compilation Group, 2021). Elsewhere, gravity-based bathymetric data de-93

rived from satellite altimetry has an effective resolution of approximately 6 km (Tozer94

et al., 2019). At lee wave generating scales of O(1 km - 10 km), the sea-floor is domi-95

nated by small-scale abyssal hills formed by volcanic and faulting processes at mid-ocean96

ridge spreading centres. Global estimates and many idealised simulations of lee wave gen-97

eration have therefore used a statistical model of small-scale abyssal hills, proposed by98

Goff and Jordan (1988) (e.g. Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Nikurashin99

et al., 2014; Klymak, 2018; Zheng & Nikurashin, 2019). Together with estimates of rel-100

evant topographic parameters, this model spectrum has been used to represent topog-101

raphy at lee wave-generating scales, assuming that larger scale topographic features are102

unimportant for lee wave generation.103

However, even a full global knowledge of oceanic bathymetry at high resolution would104

not be sufficient to fully determine a topographic representation for lee wave generation.105

A second problem arises from the linearity assumption, that is, the necessary assump-106

tion for use of the linear theory that the characteristic height h of the topography is such107

that the topographic Froude number Fr = Nh/U ≪ 1, where N and U are the buoy-108

ancy frequency and the flow speed near the sea-floor. For typical abyssal Southern Ocean109

values of U ∼ 0.1 m s−1, N ∼ 0.001 s−1, this requires that the characteristic topo-110

graphic height is ≪ 100 m - an assumption that is widely violated in the ocean. How-111

ever, energetic arguments show that for a topographic feature taller than ∼ U/N , the112

flow is unable to summit the obstacle, and is instead blocked at low levels, or splits and113

goes around the obstacle (R. B. Smith, 1989; Welch et al., 2001). The effective gener-114
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ating height of topography is therefore heff ≤ hcr ∼ U/N , and this allows the linear115

theory to remain largely applicable to the real ocean. Idealised numerical studies using116

abyssal hill bathymetry at lee wave radiating scales with parameters representative of117

the Southern Ocean have verified the Bell (1975) linear theory with these finite ampli-118

tude corrections in 2D and 3D (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2010a; Nikurashin et al., 2014).119

Although small scale abyssal hills dominate oceanic bathymetry on lee wave gen-120

erating scales, it has been noted that the larger scale bathymetry may also play a role121

in lee wave generation. Klymak (2018) showed, using idealised simulations, that the dis-122

sipative effects of large and small scale abyssal hill topography are coupled, and that flow123

acceleration due to larger scale topographic features can lead to changes in wave-generating124

horizontal scales, complicating the standard separation of scales for wave generation. It125

has also been noted that flow blocking at large scale topography can create an ‘effective126

topography’ with shorter horizontal scales than the original feature, allowing wave gen-127

eration from topographic scales that would otherwise be deemed ‘non-propagating’ (e.g.128

Klymak et al., 2010; Cusack et al., 2017; Arbic et al., 2019; Perfect et al., 2020). The129

representation of topography is therefore inherently linked to the properties of the flow,130

which are themselves often modified by the large scale topography. It is the impact of131

realistic topography (including large scales and non-abyssal hill features) on lee wave gen-132

eration estimates that is the focus of the current study.133

Despite numerous idealised numerical studies of lee wave generation and param-134

eterisation, there are few examples of lee wave studies with wave-resolving simulations135

using realistic bathymetry, due to computational constraints and difficulties in filtering136

wave fields in a realistic flow. There are however increasingly more wave resolving re-137

gional studies; de Marez et al. (2020), for example, compared high resolution simulations,138

linear theory, and surface lee wave signatures in satellite sun glitter images for lee wave139

generation from seamounts in the Gulf stream. It remains unclear, however, whether lin-140

ear theory with statistical estimates of small scale abyssal hill topography can represent141

lee wave generation at realistic finite amplitude topography with a corresponding real-142

istic eddying flow.143

The aim of this study is to use a high resolution, wave resolving, regional simula-144

tion of the Drake Passage to investigate the nature of realistic lee wave generation, and145

compare linear lee wave parameterisations employing various representations of topog-146

raphy. The Drake Passage has been the focus of several numerical and observational stud-147

ies of lee waves, largely due to its favourable conditions for lee wave generation; ener-148

getic mesoscale eddies of the ACC are funneled through the narrow gap between South149

America and the Antarctic peninsular, leading to high velocity bottom flows interact-150

ing with very rough topography including seamounts, ridges, and abyssal hills (e.g. Nikurashin151

& Ferrari, 2010a; Sheen et al., 2013; Cusack et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018). We chose152

this study area for its high lee wave generation, its importance globally as a hot-spot for153

topographically enhanced mixing (St. Laurent et al., 2012; Merrifield et al., 2016; Mashayek,154

Ferrari, et al., 2017), for comparison to other lee wave studies and observations, and due155

to the relatively good coverage of multibeam bathymetry in the region, allowing a fairly156

realistic model bathymetry.157

To investigate the nature of the realistic lee waves and the ability of lee wave pa-158

rameterisations, we compare calculations (from the modelled resolved wave field) and159

estimates (parameterisations using the large scale model flow properties) of lee wave en-160

ergy flux in the Drake Passage region. In each parameterisation, we use spatially low-161

pass filtered bottom velocities and stratification from the simulation, and vary the rep-162

resentation of topography. In particular, we compare spectral representations of topog-163

raphy, whereby following techniques used in standard oceanic lee wave estimates, the full164

topography is first truncated to lee wave generating scales before any corrections for non-165

linearity are applied, with a new peaks method, introduced here, which first accounts for166

flow blocking through the definition of an effective topography. The peaks method will167
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be shown to represent local lee wave properties better than the spectral method, imply-168

ing that in such regions, spectral topographic representation may misrepresent lee wave169

generation.170

This paper is organised as follows. In §2, we recap the linear theory of Bell (1975),171

and discuss representation of topography for the lee wave problem, motivating the set172

of topographic representations to be used in our estimates. In §3 we describe our meth-173

ods, including the realistic simulations (§3.1), corresponding wave filtering techniques174

(§3.2), and linear parameterisations (§3.3). In §4, we discuss our results, before summaris-175

ing the findings of this study in §5 and discussing some of the caveats in §6. In §7, we176

consider some of the possible future directions of this work.177

2 Theoretical Background178

2.1 Linear theory179

Lee waves are generated when flow interacts with bottom topography, perturbing180

the isopycnals and creating a disturbance that propagates vertically upwards and down-181

stream in the frame of the topography. Linear theory is commonly used to estimate the182

wave field and generation rate. Under the assumption that there is some constant, uni-183

form (or sufficiently slowly varying in time and space) background flow with horizontal184

velocity U and stratification N2, and some characteristic topographic height h, the wave185

field can be treated as linear if the topographic Froude number Fr = Nh
|U| ≪ 1.186

For Fr ≪ 1, the wave quantities can be considered as small wavelike perturba-187

tions to the mean flow with horizontal wavenumber k = (k, l), vertical wavenumber m,188

and frequency ω. For this problem, application of a steady topographic boundary con-189

dition will later imply that the frequency ω in the frame of the topography vanishes, so190

for simplicity we set ω = 0 hereafter. The Boussinesq, linearised equations of motion191

give the dispersion relation:192

m2 = |k|2N
2 − (U · k)2

(U · k)2 − f2
, (1)193

where f is the Coriolis parameter. For typical oceanic conditions such that N ≫ |f |,194

waves can only radiate vertically when m is real, that is when195

|f | < |U · k| < |N | (2)196

This limits the horizontal scale of propagating lee waves to a certain range. For typical197

parameters in the Southern Ocean U ∼ 0.1 m s−1, N ∼ 1 × 10−3 s−1, f ∼ 1 × 10−4
198

s−1, the range of wavelengths at which lee waves can be generated is ∼ 600 m - 6 km.199

Taking a linearised free-slip bottom boundary condition at the topography h(x, y),200

and imposing a positive vertical group velocity (corresponding to upwards propagating201

waves with no internal or surface reflections) when m is real to determine its sign in Eq.202

(1), the horizontally averaged vertical energy flux is (Bell, 1975):203

E = pw =
ρ0
4π2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
P (k, l)

|U · k|
|k|

√
(N2 − α(U · k)2)((U · k)2 − f2) dk dl , (3)204

where p and w are the pressure and vertical velocity perturbations, an overbar represents205

a spatial average, P (k, l) ≡ 1
4L2 |ĥ(k, l)|2 is the topographic power spectrum, with ĥ(k, l)206

the Fourier transform of the topography h(x, y), and 4L2 is the area over which h(x, y)207

is defined. We have also introduced a parameter α ∈ {0, 1} which is equal to 1 unless208

the hydrostatic approximation is made, in which case α = 0. When |U · k| is outside209

of the radiating range in Eq. (2), the sign of m (c.f. Eq. (1)) must be taken so that dis-210

turbances are vertically exponentially decaying, which leads to a choice of branch of the211

square root in Eq. (3) such that integrand is odd in k, l, and therefore only radiating wavenum-212

bers contribute to the integral. Note that real topography h(x, y) implies that P (k, l)213

is an even function in k, l.214
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The energy flux E can also be expressed in terms of the Eliassen-Palm (E-P) flux215

F (Eliassen & Palm, 1960) as:216

E = pw = −ρ0U · F (4)217

where218

F =

(
uw − fvb/N2

vw + fub/N2

)
(5)219

where u = (u, v, w) are the wave velocities, and b is the wave buoyancy. It is the E-P220

flux that is conserved with wave propagation in the absence of energy loss to dissipation221

and mixing, rather than the vertical flux of horizontal momentum (uw, vw). The extra222

contribution (−fvb/N2, fub/N2) to Eq. (5) represents the horizontal force exerted on223

particles on a wavy surface due to rotation (Bretherton, 1969). If U varies with the ver-224

tical coordinate z, the energy flux E increases/decreases with U as waves interact with225

the sheared mean flow (Eliassen & Palm, 1960). Here, however, we focus on bottom gen-226

eration of waves and assume that near the seafloor both U and N are sufficiently uni-227

form in the vertical for their gradients to have no impact on wave generation. This may228

not be justifiable everywhere, but is a widely used assumption, and investigation of its229

impact is not the focus of the current study.230

2.2 Representation of topography231

When Fr ≪ 1, the linear theory is formally valid, and the power spectrum P (k, l)232

can be found in a straightforward way from the Fourier transform of the topography h(x, y).233

However, as discussed in the introduction, there exist two main problems with finding234

P for use in global lee wave parameterisations.235

Firstly, knowledge of the oceanic bathymetry at sufficient resolution for lee wave236

generation globally does not exist. Bathymetric data, the most up to date of which is237

compiled into the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO Bathymetric Com-238

pilation Group, 2021, hereafter GEBCO), consists of data from multiple sources, includ-239

ing direct methods such as shipboard single- and multibeam echo soundings, and indi-240

rect methods such as predictions based on satellite-derived gravity data. Of these, only241

multibeam data collected in swathes several kilometres wide by in-situ research vessels242

is sufficiently resolved to represent 3D lee wave generating scales of O(1 km - 10 km).243

Some regions of active oceanographic research, such as the Drake Passage, now have rel-244

atively good multibeam coverage. Due to the sparse multibeam coverage in the global245

ocean, estimates of lee wave generation generally employ the theoretical Goff and Jor-246

dan (1988) von Kármán model of small scale abyssal hill topography, which is a statis-247

tical description of topography on O(0.1−50 km) scales derived from ridge-crest pro-248

cesses, off-ridge tectonics, and vulcanism. The topographic power spectrum is given by249

PGJ(k, l) =
4πh2ν

knks

(
1 +

|k|2

k2n
cos2(θ − θs) +

|k|2

k2s
sin2(θ − θs)

)−(ν+1)

, (6)250

where h2 is the root-mean-square (RMS) topographic height, ks is the characteristic wavenum-251

ber in the strike direction (direction of longest variation), kn is the characteristic wavenum-252

ber in the cross-strike direction, ν determines the steepness of the spectrum, and θs is253

the angle of the strike direction, measured from north (Scott et al., 2011). Several global254

estimates of these parameters have been made, based upon different data sources. Goff255

(2010, 2020) used statistical properties of abyssal hills to relate smaller scales to the satel-256

lite altimetry based gravity field. Goff and Arbic (2010) made an almost independent257

estimate, based upon statistical relationships between the seafloor spreading rate and258

direction. These two datasets are explained in detail in Scott et al. (2011), wherein the259

global lee wave flux is calculated for each. Note that bathymetric features other than abyssal260

hills, for example volcanic seamounts, mid-ocean ridges, and continental margins are pur-261

posefully excluded from these estimates of topographic parameters.262
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Another independent estimate of the topographic parameters for the purpose of263

estimating lee wave generation was made by Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011). Using a sim-264

plified and isotropic version of Eq. (6), they estimated the topographic spectrum glob-265

ally on a 3◦ by 3◦ grid using ∼ 200, 000 available single beam segments of ship-board266

bathymetry. The use of this dataset did not exclude the contribution of non-abyssal hill267

bathymetry in the same way as the Goff (2010) spectrum, although topographic param-268

eters were derived via a fit to the simplified version of Eq. (6) in the 2 - 20 km wavelength269

range only. Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) argued that the isotropic assumption in their270

estimate was unimportant, since the flow is dominated by eddies that impinge on the271

topography from all angles. However, Trossman et al. (2015) showed that adding infor-272

mation about anisotropy to lee wave closures can bring estimates for energy dissipation273

closer to observations. Yang et al. (2018) showed, using an isotropic version of the Goff274

(2010) topographic parameters, that assuming isotropy can cause a 40% overestimation275

of energy flux in the SO, or 43% in the Drake Passage, implying that the flow direction276

is correlated with the bathymetry in the region.277

Comprehensive sensitivity studies of energy flux resulting from the Goff (2010); Goff278

and Arbic (2010) and Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) sets of topographic parameters found279

moderate differences between the various realisations, especially when isotropy is assumed280

(Scott et al., 2011; Trossman et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). The Goff (2010) dataset281

is considered to be superior to the Goff and Arbic (2010) dataset in its treatment of sed-282

imentation, and due to its observational basis (Scott et al., 2011). Having a directional283

velocity field from our simulations, we do not need to use an isotropic assumption, which284

may lead to an overestimate of energy flux (Yang et al., 2018; Trossman et al., 2015).285

We therefore use the Goff (2010) topographic parameters as our abyssal hill estimate (la-286

belled G2010 ), explained further in §3.3.3.287

The second problem with topographic representation for linear lee wave calcula-288

tion is the finite amplitude of sea-floor topography. Realistic oceanic topography varies289

on large scales, with ridges up to several kilometres in height (e.g. figures 2b,c), imply-290

ing topographic Froude numbers of up to O(10), well outside of the necessary limit Fr ≪291

1 for application of the linear theory. However, when flow encounters a topographic fea-292

ture, energetic arguments show that it cannot vertically rise a distance of greater than293

∼ U/N (R. B. Smith, 1989; Welch et al., 2001). Blocking or splitting must then occur294

for obstacles with Fr ≳ 1, whereby the flow is blocked at low levels or goes around the295

obstacle. This creates an ‘effective topography’, with only the ‘cap’ of a topographic fea-296

ture generating waves. The effective Froude number is then always Freff ≲ FrC ∼ O(1),297

where the exact critical value FrC depends on the shape and aspect ratio of the topog-298

raphy and characteristics of the flow (Eckermann et al., 2010; Perfect et al., 2020). There-299

fore, with a modified representation of topography, linear theory can be expected to ap-300

ply more widely than a standard definition of the Froude number would suggest.301

Since lee waves cannot be generated at large scales such that |U·k| < |f | or small302

scales such that |U · k| > |N |, the spectrum P (k, l) is effectively truncated in Eq. (3)303

to include only the wave generating scales. This also has the effect of lessening the char-304

acteristic height of the effective topography represented in the energy flux calculation305

(Eq. (3)), reducing (or hiding) issues with nonlinearity. Where the RMS height of the306

topography is such that Fr ≳ 1, blocking and splitting means that there is a critical307

Froude number Frc above which the energy flux saturates. Idealised simulations with308

abyssal hill topography truncated to the radiating range (Eq. (2)) and defined as in Eq.309

(6) show that the Frc = 0.7 for 1D topography, and 0.4 for 2D topography (Nikurashin310

& Ferrari, 2010a; Nikurashin et al., 2014). To take this effect into account, the energy311

flux E (or equivalently, the RMS topographic height) can be corrected using a multiply-312

ing factor (e.g. Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2010a; Scott et al., 2011):313

Ecorrected =

{
E , Fr ≤ Frc(
Frc
Fr

)2
E , Fr > Frc .

(7)314
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However, although the effect of blocking on the energy flux can be dealt with em-315

pirically by this correction factor, there remain issues associated with the representation316

of topography (Trossman et al., 2013; R. B. Smith & Kruse, 2018). Consider some full317

topography, whether that is derived from an untruncated synthetic spectrum P (k, l), or318

‘actual’ bathymetric data. This topography then contains both large and small scales,319

and will likely be highly ‘nonlinear’ in the sense that its characteristic height will be much320

larger than U/N . The ‘effective’ topography seen by the flow (termed a lowest over-topping321

streamline, or LOTS by Arbic et al. (2019)) will then consist of a collection of isolated322

‘caps’ of height O(U/N), along with some unaltered small scale topographic features.323

However, if instead the large scales are first removed from the topography by truncat-324

ing the spectrum with some estimate of bottom U and N so that |f | < |Uk| < |N |,325

the ‘effective topography’ may be significantly different. In particular, removal of smaller326

topographic wavenumbers can introduce peaks where there were none before.327

Figures 1a,b show two example large scale topographies where there are significant328

differences between these two representations. In figure 1a, an idealised sinusoidal large329

scale topography is shown in black. It has wavelength outside of the radiating range, thus330

if the non-propagating scales are first removed via a spectral decomposition (we here-331

after term this the spectral method), it becomes zero and no waves are generated. If in-332

stead, the cap approximation is used, then the effective topography (in blue) consists of333

several peaks with Fr ≃ 1, which will generate nonlinear and horizontally isolated waves.334

This effective topography with non-radiating scales removed is shown in green. The en-335

ergy flux found using the spectral method will therefore be underestimated. In figure 1b,336

the idealised large scale topography is an isolated Gaussian (shown in black). If the non-337

propagating scales are removed, the spectral decomposition still contains the smaller wave-338

lengths, and thus the resulting topography gains several peaks (shown in blue). These339

peaks would result in wave generation in the energy flux calculation, perhaps nonlinear340

themselves. However, the effective topography (shown in red) consists of just one iso-341

lated peak. This effective topography with non-radiating scales removed is shown in green.342

In this case, the energy flux would likely be overestimated by the spectral method.343

These idealised topographies demonstrate how using the full topography in the ex-344

pression (3), and thereby truncating the spectrum before any other corrections for finite345

amplitude, could poorly represent the actual nature of the wave field. By this argument346

the fluxes can be both over- and under-estimated in areas of large scale topography.347

Blocking of the large scale flow and its connection to lee wave energy flux has been348

recognised to be important in both the ocean and the atmosphere. Parameterisation of349

lee wave (mountain wave) drag in atmospheric models has received much attention, dat-350

ing from the 1940s (e.g. Queney, 1948), and reviewed in Wurtele (1996); Teixeira (2014);351

R. B. Smith (2019). Indeed, much of the theory is identical, and oceanic lee wave stud-352

ies often build upon the pre-existing atmospheric literature, although the primary focus353

of such studies is often wave drag, rather than both drag and the more oceanically rel-354

evant energy dissipation and mixing. The representation of topography in atmospheric355

models does not suffer from the first problem discussed above - the global land eleva-356

tion dataset is sufficiently well resolved (Elvidge et al., 2019). Due to the larger horizon-357

tal scales of atmospheric than oceanic lee waves, modern global atmospheric models with358

horizontal grid resolution of O(10 km) do resolve larger mountain waves, but the effect359

of sub-grid-scale orography must still be parameterised (Vosper et al., 2020). Thus, the360

second issue of nonlinearity and dealing with topographic blocking at complex sub-grid-361

scale topography remains (R. B. Smith & Kruse, 2018; Elvidge et al., 2019).362

The Garner (2005) scheme helps to solve this problem by building upon a linear363

analytic drag based on the power spectrum of topography (similar to that of Bell (1975))364

by splitting this drag into a propagating (wave) and non-propagating (blocked) part. The365

sub-grid-scale topography is represented as an ensemble of individual topographic fea-366

tures, with properties (such as height, areal extent, and aspect ratio) given by statisti-367
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Figure 1. Schematic of idealised 1D (a) sinusoidal and (b) Gaussian topography, showing the

effect of truncation to small (wave generating) scales on the full (black) and effective (red) topog-

raphy. (c) Section of Drake Passage bathymetry used in the model at -57◦N demonstrating (a 1D

version of) the SS:peaks method. First, 1D Gaussian curves (grey) are fitted to each peak. Then,

blocked peaks (red) are found (here with a blocked height of U/N = 100m) to represent the effec-

tive topography. The full topography high passed filtered at wavenumber k = f/U = 1.2 × 10−3

is shown in blue.

cal parameters at the grid-cell level. Consideration of individual features allows the sep-368

aration of drag due to the blocked flow, and wave drag from the cap of the feature. Trossman369

et al. (2013) applied the Garner (2005) and Bell (1975) parameterisations to both an of-370

fline and online ocean model using the Goff and Jordan (1988) abyssal hill spectrum with371

Goff (2010) topographic parameters, finding similar inferred energy dissipation rates from372

wave drag in each, with some spatial differences. It is noted that the Garner (2005) scheme373

does not explicitly account for rotation in the formulation of the drag, which is impor-374

tant for the truncation of lee wave generating scales in the ocean. The choice of param-375

eters for the finite amplitude sub-grid-scale topography is also a source of uncertainty376

(Garner, 2005). In current operational atmospheric models such as the Met Office Uni-377

fied Model (UM), a similar scheme (Lott, 1998) is used, with sub-gridscale orography378

represented by statistical parameters (Elvidge et al., 2019).379

A method developed in this study (termed the peaks method) for prediction of en-380

ergy flux at blocked topography uses similar physical ideas to the Garner (2005) scheme.381

However, we focus on a simple local representation of actual bathymetric features, rather382

than using a statistical representation at a grid-cell level. We also focus on the wave fields383

only, leaving the important treatment of non-propagating scales to future studies. This384

allows us to more clearly elucidate the nature of the wave field at any location in our do-385

main, and to eliminate some of the statistical parameters needed in a complex drag pa-386

rameterisation such as the Garner (2005) scheme.387
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Differences in the nature of wave generation by a spectral abyssal hill topography,388

and by a blocked flow, which sees only ‘caps’ of rough topography, may be significant389

(Arbic et al., 2019). Whilst waves generated by a periodic topography are not expected390

to overturn and break (Baines, 1995; Welch et al., 2001), flow over isolated obstacles (or391

mountains) can cause convective wave breaking, hydraulic jumps, and down-slope wind-392

storms which dramatically increase the wave drag (e.g. Peltier & Clark, 1979; Durran,393

1986). The latter case has been extensively studied in an atmospheric context, but less394

so in an oceanic context, perhaps partly due to the common (and necessary) abyssal hill395

representation of oceanic bathymetry. A further difference between atmospheric and oceanic396

lee wave generation is the range of scales at which it can occur - the upper horizontal397

wavelength 2πU/f of wave generation is significantly larger for the atmosphere than the398

ocean, since atmospheric winds are faster than oceanic currents. Isolated mountain ranges399

on land that have been the subject of numerous atmospheric lee wave studies are there-400

fore less relevant to the oceanic lee wave picture. However, this large scale topography401

may still play an important role by inducing energetic and nonlinear wave breaking at402

its ‘cap’, with reduced effective width.403

A key property of an ‘effective topography’ in areas susceptible to flow blocking404

and splitting is that it varies with the flow itself. If U is enhanced locally at some blocked405

topography, the effective topography will become taller, since it scales with U/N . Thus,406

the energy flux does not increase as U2 as it would with some fixed topography (see Eq.407

(3)), but instead as U4, neglecting changes to the effective width of the topography (Voisin,408

2007; Perfect et al., 2020), or U3, assuming a fixed topographic aspect ratio (Legg, 2021).409

For this reason, temporal and spatial resolution of bottom velocities is expected to be410

important in accurately estimating lee wave energy flux, especially in regions with high411

Froude number. Small regions of high velocities, perhaps enhanced by flow interaction412

with the larger scale topography, can disproportionately contribute to a spatially aver-413

aged energy flux.414

In this study, we investigate the impact of different topographic representations on415

lee wave energy flux in the Drake Passage domain, which consists of areas of abyssal hill416

topography, large ridges, and seamounts. The bathymetry used in the model is from the417

Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) 1 minute product, and contains some areas of multi-418

beam topography alongside satellite altimetry derived estimates of the bathymetry. It419

is therefore incomplete in terms of coverage of lee wave generating scales, and we later420

investigate the impact of an updated multibeam bathymetry to the estimates in the re-421

gion.422

The calculations of energy flux made in this study are listed in Table 1. Two es-423

timates of lee wave generation are first made from the resolved wave field in the simu-424

lations. Separating the wave field from the numerous other processes in these realistic425

simulations is not straightforward due to the stationary nature of the lee waves, which426

vary on the same timescale as their generating flow. We consider two different methods;427

first a directional spatial filter, which we introduce in this work and refer to as spatial428

filter, then a recent open source Lagrangian filtering package developed by Shakespeare429

et al. (2021) to extract internal waves from other processes, referred to as Lagrangian430

filter.431

We then make two estimates of lee wave generation using the linear theory applied432

to the bathymetry used in the model to attempt to exactly replicate the simulated lee433

wave generation. The first, SS:spectral, represents the lee wave generating scales of the434

Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) bathymetry used in the model through a spectral rep-435

resentation, which suffers from an inability to properly represent large scales and block-436

ing. The second, SS:peaks, determines the peaks which can generate lee waves, repre-437

senting them as 1D Gaussian bumps, and performs the energy flux calculation for each438

individually - thereby allowing explicit blocking/splitting of flow. This is intended to rep-439

resent wave generation from the multi-scale topography of the region in a more phys-440
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Table 1. Calculations of energy flux in the Drake Passage region

Type Calculation Description

Estimation from
resolved wave field
in simulation

Spatial filter Directional spatially filtered wave fields from
simulation

Lagrangian filter Lagrangian filtered wave fields from simula-
tion

Parameterisation
using large scale
flow from
simulation

SS:spectral Linear theory with topographic spectrum
derived from the Smith and Sandwell (1997,
v15.1) bathymetry used in the simulation.

SS:peaks Linear theory with our peaks method, de-
rived from the Smith and Sandwell (1997,
v15.1) bathymetry used in simulation.

GEBCO:spectral Linear theory with topographic spectrum
derived from GEBCO bathymetry.

GEBCO:peaks Linear theory with our peaks method, de-
rived from GEBCO bathymetry.

G2010 Linear theory with Goff and Jordan (1988)
abyssal hill spectrum and Goff (2010) topo-
graphic parameters.

ically consistent way. The comparison of these parameterisations with the model wave441

generation begins to address the second topographic representation problem discussed442

above - if we know some complex bathymetry and flow, how well can we predict lee wave443

generation?444

Recognising that the bathymetry used in the model (interpolated to 0.01◦ horizon-445

tal resolution from the one minute Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) product) is lim-446

ited by model resolution and has been continuously improved by additions of multi-beam447

data and improved satellite altimetry in recent years since our model development be-448

gan, we also apply the methods of SS:spectral and SS:peaks to the latest and higher res-449

olution 15 arc second GEBCO 2021 dataset, which has multibeam coverage of 70% of450

our domain. These two estimates are labelled GEBCO:spectral and GEBCO:peaks, and451

allow us to move closer to a ‘real’ energy flux in the Drake Passage region.452

The final estimate G2010 also employs the linear theory, but now with bathymetry453

represented by estimates of abyssal hill spectra, taking into account unresolved bathymetry454

and with applicability to global scale parameterisations. We use the Goff and Jordan (1988)455

spectrum, with topographic parameters from Goff (2010, 2020); Scott et al. (2011). As456

stated before, this estimate purposefully excludes other topographic forms such as ridges457

and seamounts, and although containing more smaller scale bathymetry, may therefore458

underestimate the energy flux if these larger scales contribute significantly to lee wave459

energy flux. The consideration of the abyssal hill and multibeam GEBCO bathymetries460

allows us to address the first topographic representation problem discussed above - if we461

don’t know the real bathymetry, how well can we approximate it using statistical esti-462

mates?463
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3 Methods464

3.1 Numerical Model465

We use a realistic, wave-resolving model of the Drake Passage to investigate the466

wave generation in the region, based on a similar model described in Mashayek, Ferrari,467

et al. (2017). The simulation is performed at 0.01◦ horizontal resolution using the hy-468

drostatic configuration of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation469

model (MITgcm, Marshall1997).470

There are 225 vertical levels, with resolution dz varying smoothly from dz = 10471

m at the surface to dz = 25 m at 600 m depth, dz = 25 m between 600 m and 4555472

m depth, and varying smoothly from dz = 25 m to 62 m at the maximum depth of 5660473

m. This resolution is increased from the simulation described in Mashayek, Ferrari, et474

al. (2017), and allows better resolution of the internal wave field.475

The model is nested within a model of larger region of the SO described in Tulloch476

et al. (2014), and the initial and boundary conditions are derived from this parent sim-477

ulation, also performed using the MITgcm; this nesting is shown in figure 2a. The par-478

ent simulation was forced at the open boundaries by restoring velocity, temperature and479

salinity to the Ocean Comprehensive Atlas (OCCA), an 18 month long ocean state es-480

timate (Forget, 2010), and at the surface by near surface air temperature, wind speed,481

precipitation, humidity, long and short wave radiation from the ECMWF ERA-Interim482

reanalysis product (Simmons et al., 2006). The nested simulation uses the same surface483

forcing, with a fully nonlinear free surface, and open boundary conditions derived from484

the parent simulation are used at four boundaries for sea surface height, potential tem-485

perature, salinity, meridional and zonal velocities. In addition, a restoring boundary con-486

dition creates a sponge layer of 1 degree thickness in which the potential temperature,487

salinity, zonal and meridional velocities are relaxed to the parent simulation on a timescale488

of 4 hours at the boundary, with the relaxation vanishing at the inner edge of the sponge489

layer. The sponge layer is removed for analysis purposes.490

The vertical diffusivity and viscosity have background values of 5×10−5 m2 s−1,491

and are enhanced by the K-profile parameterisation (KPP) with the critical Richard-492

son number for shear instability set to Ric = 0.3 (Large et al., 1994). Horizontal vis-493

cosity is implemented through the biharmonic Leith scheme with a coefficient of 2 (Leith,494

1996; Fox-Kemper & Menemenlis, 2008). Quadratic bottom drag with a coefficient of495

2.5×10−3 is used, and the bathymetry is interpolated from the Smith and Sandwell (1997,496

v15.1) one minute product.497

The simulation starts in July, and is integrated for 100 days with a timestep of 24498

s. We use the final 30 days of the simulation (early September to early October) for our499

analyses.500

Although the model is lee wave resolving and realistic, as with any numerical model501

there are uncertainties. The model does not include tides, which, although making it less502

realistic, does allow us to more easily isolate the lee wave generation. However, it has503

been suggested that the generation of internal tides in the Drake Passage could modify504

lee wave generation (Shakespeare, 2020). The hydrostaticity of the model is necessary505

due to limitation of computational resources, and may impact the lee wave field. Hydro-506

staticity is a common assumption for lee wave generation (e.g. Trossman et al., 2013;507

Klymak, 2018) but can affect the wave field (F. T. Mayer & Fringer, 2020). We inves-508

tigate the impact of the hydrostatic assumption on the wave parameterisations in §4.4.509

As previously mentioned, the bathymetry used in the model does not have full resolu-510

tion multi-beam data everywhere, and is therefore likely to generate less energy flux than511

the real bathymetry in the region. The model resolution, at 0.01◦, certainly resolves the512

larger and most energetic waves, but may not permit the full spectrum - this is discussed513

in §4.4. Finally, such models suffer from their inability to properly represent sub-grid-514
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Figure 2. (a) A nesting diagram for the Drake Passage regional model. Sea surface temper-

ature is shown. (b) The full model domain, showing bathymetry and slices of daily averaged

vertical velocity. Lee waves can be seen propagating from the topography vertically to the sur-

face. (c) Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) bathymetry used in the model, with some major

topographic features labelled.

scale wave breaking. Parameterisations for horizontal viscosity (here, the Leith bihar-515

monic scheme) and vertical viscosity and diffusivity (here, the KPP scheme), are widely516

used in such models, but their applicability when waves are partially or fully resolved517

is not certain (Fox-Kemper & Menemenlis, 2008). However, the focus of this study is wave518

generation, and although the model parameterisation of wave decay through mixing and519

dissipation will certainly impact our estimates of energy flux (e.g. see figure 5c), and must520

be considered, it is not our focus here and does not impact our main findings.521

3.2 Wave filtering522

The flow field of the simulations is complex and energetic. Mesoscale eddies with523

horizontal velocities of O(0.1 − 1 ms−1) interact with the rough topography, creating524

smaller scale wake vortices, non-propagating processes, and lee waves (see figure 2b). A525

wealth of submesoscale structures develop in the upper ocean, and near-inertial waves526

(NIWs) propagate downwards from the surface and upwards from the topography, al-527

though we note that the model’s 6 hourly wind forcing is not sufficiently frequent to force528

a full NIW field. The lee wave field spans the entire water column, with waves gener-529

ated at the bottom topography propagating to the upper ocean, interacting with the flow530

structures there, and reflecting back downwards, as discussed in Baker and Mashayek531

(2021). This multitude of processes on various temporal and spatial scales leads to sub-532

stantial difficulties in identifying and isolating the lee wave field.533

We compare two different methods of filtering the lee wave field from the rest of534

the flow. The spatial filter is a directional spatial filter developed in this work, and the535

Lagrangian filter uses the recent Lagrangian filtering method developed by Shakespeare536

et al. (2021). In both cases, to directly calculate the energy flux, the correlation of pres-537

sure and vertical velocity pw must be found. However, when filtering the simulation out-538

put fields, we found pressure difficult to work with given the large relative size of the back-539

ground to perturbation fields. We instead use the relation (4) to infer the energy flux540
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from the perturbation fields of the velocities and buoyancy, together with spatial 20 km541

low-pass filtered background fields U ,V and N .542

3.2.1 Spatial directional filter543

The stationary nature of lee waves in the reference frame of the topography means544

that temporal filtering to separate lee waves from the mean flow is not appropriate. The545

stationarity of the lee wave field does, however, allow us to perform a low pass tempo-546

ral filter to remove higher frequency structures, as in de Marez et al. (2020). We do this547

by simply using daily average output fields. This timescale was chosen to retain as much548

of the lee wave signal (which varies on the timescale of the mean flow) as possible whilst549

filtering out faster motions such as NIWs, which have a period near 14 hours.550

Having filtered out the high-frequency signal, we must then remove the low frequency,551

large spatial scale signal of the mean eddying flow. Most lee waves in this region are gen-552

erated with horizontal wavelengths of less than 20 km, which corresponds to generating553

flows of less than ∼ 0.4ms−1. Therefore, after applying a high pass spatial filter to the554

output fields at 20 km, the lee waves remain. However, so do many other small scale struc-555

tures, especially near topography and the surface. We therefore develop a novel second556

filtering step, whereby we make use of the observation that lee wave crests are generally557

perpendicular to the background flow direction (neglecting 3D effects and changes in flow558

direction with height), whereas other filament type structures that we wish to filter out559

often have structures aligned with the mean flow. We therefore use a spatial directional560

filter (spatial filter) to perform a 1D high pass filter with cut-off 20 km along the mean561

flow direction only. This is similar to the method employed by Goff (2010) to separate562

abyssal hill bathymetry from fracture zones. Full details are given in Appendix A.563

We find that this method is relatively successful, although can be inaccurate close564

to topography. Results are compared with the Lagrangian filtering method in §4.2.565

3.2.2 Lagrangian filter566

Shakespeare et al. (2021) recently presented a new open source implementation of567

Lagrangian filtering, which allows internal waves in a high resolution simulation such as568

our own to be temporally filtered in a frame of reference moving with the flow. Inter-569

nal waves with frequency ω in the rest frame have frequency Ω = ω−U·k in the frame570

of the flow due to Doppler shifting. All internal waves satisfy Ω2 ≥ f2, and a tempo-571

ral filter in the frame of the flow with cut-off frequency f thereby allows internal waves572

to be separated from the non-wavelike flow. Note that lee waves are a special case where573

ω = 0.574

This package allows us to easily isolate the internal wave field. The method was575

found by Shakespeare et al. (2021) to be effective at filtering lee waves from a mean flow576

when tested against a similar realistic simulation to our own, which also used MITgcm.577

Hourly average input fields were used, and a filtering window of width ±1 day was found578

to give only a 1% RMS error compared to a filtering window of ±2.4 days.579

We replicate their calculation with our own hourly average simulation fields. An580

example of the Lagrangian filter method is shown in figure 3, with hourly averaged zonal581

(top) and vertical (bottom) velocity slices shown in figures 3a,c, and their correspond-582

ing filtered wave field in figures 3b,d. In the full zonal velocity field (figure 3a), large scale583

eddies are visible, along with some enhancement of large scale flow towards the topog-584

raphy. While some wave field is evident in figure 3a, it becomes much clearer when fil-585

tered in figure 3b - note the change in colour scale. Wavelike structures are visible through-586

out the water column, corresponding to both top- and bottom- generated waves. Wave587

zonal velocity perturbations exceed 5 cm s−1 in some areas, especially near topography.588

In contrast to the clear difference between the full and filtered zonal velocity fields, the589
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Figure 3. Demonstration of the Lagrangian filter process. (a) Hourly averaged zonal velocity

U , (b) corresponding Lagrangian filtered zonal velocity, (c) Hourly averaged vertical velocity W ,

and (d) corresponding Lagrangian filtered vertical velocity, all at -57.5◦ N

vertical velocity field appears largely unchanged, although some larger scale structures590

are removed. The lee waves show reflection from the ocean surface, as reported in Baker591

and Mashayek (2021). Note that the higher wave vertical velocities and lower wave hor-592

izontal velocities near the surface are predicted by lee wave theory in a varying background593

flow when N decreases, as it does here in the near surface mixed layer (Baker & Mashayek,594

2021).595

A disadvantage of this method for our purposes is its inability to distinguish be-596

tween lee waves and other varieties of internal waves. In this simulation, downwards prop-597

agating NIWs are generated at the surface, and upwards propagating NIWs are gener-598

ated near topography. This is consistent with the mechanism suggested by Nikurashin599

and Ferrari (2010b) of deposition of lee wave energy into inertial oscillations, leading via600

parametric instability to the formation of NIWs, which provide a vertical shear that fur-601

ther facilitates lee wave breaking. It is therefore likely that our lee wave energy flux es-602

timates will be contaminated by NIWs. Bottom generation rather than upper ocean lee603

wave flux is our focus here, so we do not expect the reduction of energy flux by down-604

wards propagating, surface generated, NIWs to affect our calculations significantly. Near605

topography, if NIWs are fed by breaking lee waves as suggested by Nikurashin and Fer-606

rari (2010b), upwards energy flux in the abyssal ocean containing both a NIW and lee607

wave contribution could be considered to be a closer estimate to the true lee wave gen-608

eration. Given the uncertainties involved with the breaking and dissipation of lee waves609

near topography in this simulation, we will not further consider the role of NIWs here,610

but this will be the topic of future work.611

We perform the Lagrangian filtering for our 3D domain for one time step during612

day 25 of the 30 day output. The energy is then calculated via the E-P flux from the fil-613

tered wave fields as in Eqs. (4)-(5). The horizontal average (represented by the overbar614

in Eq. (5)) at each location is calculated over a 20 km by 20 km box. The results are615

compared to the spatial filter method in §4.2.616
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3.3 Linear Parameterisations617

For each of our parameterisations (listed in Table 1), we use daily averages of ve-618

locity and stratification from the simulation, averaged over the bottom 500 m. Estimat-619

ing the establishment time T for lee waves as the time taken for (hydrostatic, non-rotating,620

two-dimensional) waves to propagate one vertical wavelength gives T ∼ 2π/|Uk| (Klymak621

& Legg, 2010). Since |Uk| > |f | for propagating lee waves, this gives T ≲ 14 hours,622

and we expect that daily averaged fields are sufficiently low-frequency to represent a back-623

ground flow. The choice of 500 m is consistent with a typical lee wave vertical wavelength624

and with the choice of Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011); Yang et al. (2018).625

Each parameterisation can be made with or without the hydrostatic approxima-626

tion by changing the value of α in Eq. (3). Since our simulations are hydrostatic, for the627

best comparison we will use the hydrostatic approximation in the linear parameterisa-628

tions unless otherwise stated - the impact of this will be shown in figures 9 and 10.629

3.3.1 The spectral method630

This method is applied to both the model’s Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) bathymetry631

(SS:spectral) and the GEBCO bathymetry (GEBCO:spectral). We represent bathymetry632

at longitude x and latitude y by a topographic spectrum P (k, l;x, y), found at each sim-633

ulation grid point using a sliding window Fourier transform. For details of the calcula-634

tion, see Appendix B.635

Once the topographic spectrum P (k, l;x, y) has been found, the energy flux at (x, y)636

is found from Eq. (3) using the model velocities (U, V ) and buoyancy frequency N , av-637

eraged over the bottom 500 m.638

If the RMS topographic height hRMS at radiating scales implied by P (k, l;x, y) is639

such that the Froude number Fr is greater than some critical value Frc ∼ O(1), the640

energy flux is empirically corrected using Eq. (7). The impact of various values of Frc641

will be investigated in §4.4.642

3.3.2 The peaks method643

This method is applied to the model’s Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) bathymetry644

in SS:peaks and to the GEBCO bathymetry in GEBCO:peaks. We use physical ideas about645

flow blocking, as previously discussed in §2.2, to derive an estimate for lee wave gener-646

ation given a bathymetry, a bottom flow field (U, V ) and a buoyancy frequency N from647

the model. We take this approach rather than applying a statistical topographic repre-648

sentation such as the Garner (2005) scheme to avoid uncertainties from parameter es-649

timation, and to obtain a local representation whereby we can quantify the energy flux650

and properties of individual topographic features.651

The method is described in full in Appendix C, and is summarised here. First, a652

peak finding algorithm is used on the relevant bathymetric product to identify locations653

that have local maxima in the direction of the local flow, defined by the bottom 500 m654

averaged velocity from the model. Then, a 1D Gaussian is fitted to that peak in the di-655

rection of the local flow. The effect of flow blocking is then introduced by modifying the656

Gaussian to a ‘cap’ of height FrCU/N if the uncorrected height is such that Fr > FrC .657

The critical Froude number Frc ∼ O(1) is not exactly known, and may depend on to-658

pographic factors such as the aspect ratio of the topography (e.g. Eckermann et al., 2010),659

or flow factors such as rotation (Perfect et al., 2020). We will vary Frc over values be-660

teen 0.1 and 1 in §4.4.661

Figure 1c shows a simplified schematic of the peaks method. 1D Gaussian curves662

(shown in grey) are fitted to the peaks of a section of the bathymetry used in the model,663
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and then capped with an effective height of 100 m (shown in red, corresponding to U =664

0.1m s−1, V = 0, N = 0.001 s−1, FrC = 1). In practise, the orientation of the 1D665

cap varies with the background flow direction, and the effective height varies with the666

critical Froude number and the local background stratification and flow speed. In con-667

trast, the full bathymetry with non-propagating scales removed (corresponding to U =668

0.1 m s−1, V = 0, N = 0.001 s−1, f = 1.2 × 10−4 s−1) is shown in blue. The differ-669

ence between the spectral and peaks methods is illustrated by these differing represen-670

tations (blue and red, respectively) of the full topography.671

Once the blocked 1D Gaussian caps have been found in the whole domain, energy672

flux can then be inferred. A full explanation of this calculation is given in Appendix C,673

but we note that assumptions that must be made to infer a 2D flux from 1D topographic674

profiles do introduce a source of uncertainty into this parameterisation, and the method675

is only exact for a small amplitude, isotropic Gaussian topography. Complex topogra-676

phy is such that no perfect method exists for determining the ‘actual’ effective topog-677

raphy (R. B. Smith & Kruse, 2018). Nevertheless, this method produces an estimate of678

energy flux from actual topographic features, and also allows us to more precisely inves-679

tigate the height, width, and nonlinearity of the generating topography in a more local680

way than spectral approaches.681

3.3.3 The G2010 abyssal hill spectrum682

Here, we use the Goff and Jordan (1988) abyssal hill topography (Eq. (6)), with683

parameters estimated by Goff (2010, 2020); Scott et al. (2011). We use Goff (2010) pa-684

rameters for kn, ks, ν, an updated dataset of h2 from Goff (2020), and estimates of θs685

calculated in Scott et al. (2011). These parameters are gridded at 1/15 degree resolu-686

tion. Where there are missing data (near land, for example), the grid cell is filled with687

the value of its nearest neighbour, although this does introduce uncertainty.688

These parameters are interpolated onto our 1/100◦ model grid, then the energy flux689

is found from Eq. (3) using the model bottom velocity and stratification. As in the spec-690

tral methods, when the RMS height of topography in the radiating range is such that691

Fr > Frc, the correction (7) is applied.692

3.4 A note on the topographic Froude number693

In each parameterisation, the topographic Froude number, Fr = NH/U , plays694

an important role in determining the nonlinearity of the flow and possible necessary cor-695

rections due to finite amplitude topography. In the 2D, non-rotating, and hydrostatic696

limit, Fr is proportional to the ratio of the lee wave vertical wavelength to the topographic697

height, or equivalently to the ratio of the amplitude of the lee wave horizontal velocity698

perturbation to the background horizontal velocity (and thus a measure of linearity). This699

parameter is also sometimes termed the ‘steepness parameter’, the ‘inverse Froude num-700

ber’, the ‘Long number’, or the ‘lee wave Froude number’, see F. T. Mayer and Fringer701

(2017) for discussion.702

The bottom background flow speed U(= |U|) and buoyancy frequency N are de-703

fined similarly in each parameterisation, via a 500 m bottom average. However, the char-704

acteristic height H is necessarily defined differently in each, since the topographic rep-705

resentations are different. For the spectral calculations (SS:spectral, GEBCO:spectral and706

G2010 ), we define the characteristic height as the RMS height, whether that is of the707

‘full’, ‘truncated’ or ‘corrected’ bathymetry (see figure 6). This is consistent with pre-708

vious literature (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Nikurashin et al., 2014),709

and allows our Froude number to directly compare with the critical Froude number of710

FrC = 0.4 found by Nikurashin et al. (2014) for energy flux saturation at 2D topog-711

raphy. However, when considering isolated obstacles, the characteristic height is usually712
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defined as the peak height (e.g. Miles & Huppert, 1969; Klymak & Legg, 2010; Ecker-713

mann et al., 2010; Perfect et al., 2020). This can lead to some confusion, especially when714

a critical Froude number is involved. To illustrate this, consider 4 idealised topographies,715

each with trough to crest heights of h0:716

h1(x, y) =
h0

2
cos kx, h2 =

h0

2
cos kx cos ly (8)717

h3(x, y) = h0e
−x2/L2

, h4 = h0e
−(x2+y2)/L2

. (9)718
719

Each topography contains peaks of height h0, yet the corresponding Froude numbers (de-720

fined as a RMS for h1, h2 and as the peak height for h3, h4) are h0/2
√
2, h0/4, h0 and721

h0 respectively. The different natures of these idealised topographies, and the added com-722

plexities of multichromatic topography (discussed by Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010a))723

make a consistent characteristic height difficult to define. While the ‘cap height’ of an724

isolated obstacle has a physical energetic interpretation (R. B. Smith, 1989), this does725

not carry over to the RMS definition for complex multichromatic topography, and is one726

of the reasons that we developed the peaks method for a more local representation of to-727

pography.728

4 Results729

4.1 Bottom flow properties730

First, we look at the background near-topography flows in the model, which set the731

conditions under which lee waves are generated. As previously explained, we use daily732

average fields for 30 days and take an average over the bottom 500 m of the water col-733

umn. We then smooth the fields slightly with a Gaussian filter with standard deviation734

of 0.02◦ to remove any discontinuities caused by abrupt bathymetry.735

Figures 4a,b show a daily and 30 day average of the bottom speed |U|. The extreme736

spatial variability of the flow speed is evident in the 1 day average, and is due to deep737

reaching eddies with very high bottom velocities of up to 0.5 ms−1. There is some sig-738

nal of the bathymetry in the 1 day average, especially over the Shackleton Fracture Zone739

and over the continental shelf, where the depth is less that 1 km - hereafter, we restrict740

the analysis to regions deeper than 1km to reduce interaction of upper ocean processes741

and surface reflection with wave generation estimates. In the 30 day mean, the effect of742

bathymetry on the bottom flow is clearer. Strong bottom currents are steered by the large743

scale bathymetry through the deep spreading centre of the West Scotia Ridge (running744

SW-NE, see figure 2c) and its fracture zones (running NW-SE). Despite the flow being745

deeper at this point, it is faster due to the large scale bathymetry. There are areas of746

lower bottom speed correlated with shallower bathymetry of the West Scotia Ridge, and747

above two seamounts near (298.5W, -56.5N), likely due to flow steering around these ob-748

stacles forming a stratified Taylor column (Taylor, 1923; Hogg, 1973; Meredith et al., 2015).749

Figures 4c,d show the bottom buoyancy frequency N , which is of O(10−3s−1) in750

most of the domain, but decreases to 2 − 3 × 10−4s−1 in deeper parts of the domain,751

and is considerably higher on the continental shelf (which we exclude from further anal-752

yses). The ratio |U|/N is shown in figures 4e,f, and represents the order of magnitude753

of the cap height of effective bathymetry seen by the flow, as discussed in §2.2. Due to754

the high velocities and low stratification in the deep areas of the West Scotia Ridge, this755

ratio is in places above 1000 m as a 30 day average, implying the potential for extremely756

large lee wave displacement, if sufficiently high topography exists. Much of the domain757

has high values of |U|/N ∼ 300− 500m.758

The upper restriction on lee wave wavelength due to rotation is given by 2πU/f759

and is shown in figures 4g,h. Due to the locally high velocities, this maximum wavelength760

can be up to 40 km for the 1 day average, implying that bathymetric scales of up to 40761
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Figure 4. Modelled flows averaged over the bottom 500 m in the Drake Passage, shown

as (left) a 1 day average on day 25 and (right) a 30 day average. (a,b): Flow speed |U|, (c,d):
buoyancy frequency N , (e,f) |U|/N , representing cap height of topography, and (g,h): 2π|U|/f ,
representing the maximum wavelength of radiating lee waves.

km wavelength can generate propagating lee waves in this area. Note that the energy762

flux (see Eq. (3)) goes to zero as the wavenumber decreases to f/U , thus these very large763

wavelength lee waves are not expected to contribute significantly to energy flux.764

4.2 Resolved wave energy flux765

Having described the large scale properties of the bottom flow, we now look into766

the smaller scale resolved lee wave field. We carried out two filtering methods, as explained767

in §3.2.768

The energy flux calculated from the Lagrangian filtered fields (as explained in §3.2.2)769

is shown at 500 m above bottom in figure 5a. There are areas of both red (positive en-770

ergy flux) and blue (negative energy flux), but the positive areas dominate, confirming771

our expectation that the majority of wave energy in this simulation is generated at and772
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propagating upwards from bathymetry. Areas of negative flux could be due to bottom-773

generated lee waves reflected from the surface or internal turning levels (Baker & Mashayek,774

2021), or to surface generated NIWs propagating downwards (Alford et al., 2016). How-775

ever, is likely that some of the regions of negative flux are due to horizontal averaging776

over a non-integer number of wavelengths, non-wavelike processes that survived the La-777

grangian filter, or wave nonlinearities.778

Figure 5b shows the energy flux calculated using the spatial filter (explained in §3.2.1)779

at 500 m above bottom. As for the Lagrangian filter in figure 5a, there are areas of both780

positive and negative energy flux, with positive areas dominating. The spatial variabil-781

ity is similar between the two filters, although the different spatial averaging used in each782

method is evident.783

The fluxes resulting from each method, averaged horizontally in a height above bot-784

tom coordinate, are compared in figure 5c. Higher than 500 m above the bottom, both785

methods show similar results, with similar gradients. The spatial filter flux is approx-786

imately 15% lower than the Lagrangian filter above 500 m above bottom. This suggests787

that either the spatial filter has removed too much of the wave signal (due to the removal788

of a linear trend, for example, or a too low filter width at 20 km), or the Lagrangian fil-789

ter is picking up energy flux from NIWs that has been filtered out of the spatial filter790

result due to the daily average fields used. In the 500 m nearest to bathymetry, the re-791

sults diverge from each other and from the expected increase towards bathymetry. This792

is unsurprising, given the multitude of nonlinear processes (including lee waves) occur-793

ring near the bottom. The spatially filtered energy flux goes smoothly to zero, with a794

maximum at 270 m above bottom. This is due to the reduced effective width of the hor-795

izontal sections along which the wave correlations are averaged as topography is approached796

- part of the section will be below topography and thus excluded from the calculation.797

The behaviour of the Lagrangian filtered energy flux is more erratic - it oscillates in height798

above bottom, becoming negative near the bottom. We therefore cannot trust either method799

below 500 m above the bottom. How then, to predict the bottom generated lee wave flux?800

A major uncertainty in lee wave modelling is the way in which wave energy is deposited801

by breaking waves above topography. It is also not clear that the model parameterises802

this decay in a physical way due to the lack of resolution of the wave breaking processes.803

Idealised simulations performed by Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010a) of abyssal hill804

bathymetry representative of the Drake Passage with a topographic Froude number ≥805

0.5 found that 50% of wave energy dissipated in the bottom 1km (and 10% with Fr =806

0.2). The black and grey vertical lines marked on figure 5c show twice the 1km above807

bottom values of energy flux from the spatial and Lagrangian filter respectively. This808

estimate of wave dissipation with height above bottom (as performed with vertically uni-809

form background fields) does not take into account potential wave-mean interactions which810

can act to decrease or increase the wave energy flux as the wave propagate through a811

vertically sheared background flow (Kunze & Lien, 2019; Baker & Mashayek, 2021). Pa-812

rameterisations for global models using generation estimates of lee wave flux must also813

empirically determine how the lee wave energy decays with height above bottom - this814

has been done by assuming exponential decay of energy flux with an e-folding depth of815

300 m - 900 m (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2013; Melet et al., 2014). We therefore fitted ex-816

ponential curves to the energy flux profiles in figure 5c to extrapolate the more reliable817

mid-depth energy fluxes to the bottom topography. It is not clear whether these curves818

should in fact be exponential; depth uniform values of turbulent viscosity and diffusiv-819

ity (representing wave breaking) in the linear theory imply exponential decay of wave820

fields with height above bottom (Baker & Mashayek, 2021). It’s likely here that an ef-821

fective turbulent diffusivity would be bottom enhanced, implying a greater-than-exponential822

decay with height above bottom. This gives a large uncertainty in our bottom estimates823

of lee wave generation.824
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Figure 5. Modelled energy flux using the (a) Lagrangian filter and (b) spatial filter, at 500

m above bottom, on day 25. The grey areas show either areas with depth less than 1000 m (in

the north-west of the domain), or, in (a), the areas at which the Lagrangian filtered field isn’t

available due to tracked water parcels travelling out of the domain. (c) Modelled energy flux on

day 25, averaged horizontally in a height above bottom (a.b.) vertical coordinate for the spatial

filter (red) and the Lagrangian filter (blue). Solid lines show the calculated fluxes, grey dashed

lines show exponential fits to the calculated fluxes from various heights above bottom ranging

from 150 m to 750 m to the surface. Red and blue dashed lines show exponential fits from 500 m

above bottom upwards for the spatial filter and Lagrangian filter respectively. The grey shading

shows the region between the value and twice the value of flux at 500 m above bottom from the

spatial filter.

We fitted exponential curves using least squares regression to the energy flux pro-825

files in figure 5c from various heights above bottom upwards, ranging from 150 m to 750826

m (shown in grey dashed); the fits from 500 m above bottom upwards are shown in red827

dashed for the spatial filter and blue dashed for the Lagrangian filter. Also plotted is a828

grey shaded region from the spatial filter flux at 500 m above bottom, and twice this value.829

This region encompasses all of the grey dashed exponential fits, and we use this as a likely830

conservative bounding region for bottom energy flux. We show this shaded region in later831

comparisons of resolved energy flux to parameterisations, e.g. figure 9a,b.832

For the spatial filter method, the wave perturbations need not first be found for833

the whole 3D field, and can be found directly on a height above bottom surface. This834

makes the calculation less computationally expensive than the Lagrangian filter. This835

method is also less restricted by available output data, since the spatial filter uses daily836

averaged fields (implicitly low pass filtering in time), whereas the Lagrangian filter needs837

hourly resolution data. Therefore for our calculations hereafter (including 30 day aver-838

ages), we used the spatial filter method at 500 m above bottom, and show the shaded839

range of likely extrapolated bottom values as in figure 5c. We consider the Lagrangian840

filter to be superior for isolating internal waves, although it can also include the signal841

of NIWs. The spatial filter helps to avoid this, but may remove too much of the lee wave842

signal.843
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4.3 Parameterisations: Comparison of topographic representation844

The parameterisations use the same bottom flows, but differ in their representa-845

tion of bathymetry. As discussed in §3.4, the characteristic topographic heights in each846

method are not directly comparable - in the peaks method the characteristic heights are847

individual peak heights, whereas in the spectral method the characteristic heights are848

RMS heights defined over some local region. Figure 6 demonstrates the differences in these849

characterisations in terms of topographic heights, and figure 7 for the corresponding Froude850

numbers.851

The top row of figure 6 shows the peak heights from the SS:peaks method, each plot-852

ted over a 20 km section centred on the peak in the flow direction. Figure 6a shows the853

full peak heights, which are clearly elevated near the large scale bathymetry of the Shack-854

leton Fracture Zone and West Scotia Ridge (see figure 2c), and exceed 700 m in places.855

The corresponding Froude numbers (figure 7a) are extremely large (above 10), indicat-856

ing considerable flow blocking by the large scale topography. When blocking by the mod-857

elled flow is taken into account, (figure 6b, FrC = 1) the distribution of high peaks be-858

comes more uniform, with many peaks exceeding 150 m in height. Figure 7b indicates859

that in the regions of rough topography, many of the blocked Froude numbers are be-860

tween 0.8 and 1, indicating significant flow nonlinearity, with potential for hydraulic jumps861

and wave breaking above topography. When these peak profiles are truncated to wave862

radiating scales, the effective heights (or equivalently the maximum lee wave displace-863

ments) decrease, but still exceed 150 m in places, indicating that large wave displace-864

ments can be expected. The corresponding Froude numbers (now indicating the likely865

nonlinearity of the waves) remain high (above 0.5) over the regions of rough topogra-866

phy, thus we expect a highly nonlinear wave field.867

The middle row of figure 6 shows the SS:spectral method RMS heights, and the non-868

locality of the characteristic heights is clear when compared to the SS:peaks in the top869

row. The full RMS topographic height (figure 6d) at scales less than 50 km shows clearly870

the large scale bathymetry of the Shackleton Fracture Zone and West Scotia Ridge, with871

large RMS heights of 500-700 m. However, when the spectrum at each location is trun-872

cated to radiating scales using the local flow, the RMS height falls considerably. The sig-873

nature of the bottom flow speed (see figure 4b) is clearly visible - higher bottom flow speeds874

allow a larger maximum radiating wavelength of 2π|U|/f , and thus larger topographic875

heights. The corresponding Froude numbers (figure 7e) are significantly reduced, and876

are almost everywhere below 0.3, although there are higher Froude numbers over the rougher877

topography. The nonlinear correction at FrC = 0.4 (the relevant critical Froude num-878

ber found by Nikurashin et al. (2014) for 2D spectral topography, applied similarly to879

the energy flux correction in Eq. (7)), then, does not have a large effect on the charac-880

teristic height (figure 6f) or Froude number (figure 7f) aside from near the continental881

shelf, suggesting that flow blocking is negligible.882

The G2010 method characteristic (RMS) heights are shown in the bottom row of883

figure 6. There is not good agreement between this abyssal hill estimate (figure 6g) and884

the SS:spectral (figure 6d) at scales less than 50 km, because the former intentionally does885

not include large scale bathymetry. However, when truncated to radiating scales, there886

is good spatial agreement between the RMS heights calculated spectrally from the bathymetry887

used in the model (figure 6e) and the G2010 abyssal hill spectrum (figure 6f), showing888

the skill of the G2010 abyssal hill estimates. The domain averaged RMS height and Froude889

number at radiating scales (uncorrected) are lower in SS:spectral (RMS h = 16 m, Fr =890

0.08), compared to RMS h = 21 m, Fr = 0.14 in G2010.891

The SS:spectral method (with saturation of energy flux above FrC) aims to rep-892

resent the topography at lee wave radiating scales only, whereas through the SS:peaks893

method, we aim to represent the effective topography ‘seen’ by a flow as it passes, whether894

that is at radiating lee wave scales, or at larger scales whereby the disturbance to the895
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Figure 6. Various representations of 30 day average topographic heights in our parameter-

isations. Top row: SS:peaks. (a) Full peak heights from fitted Gaussians (c.f. grey curves in

figure 1c), (b) blocked peak heights at FrC = 1 (c.f. red curves in figure 1c), and (c) blocked

truncated peak height, calculated as the range of heights in the blocked Gaussian profile when

non-radiating scales are removed. Middle row: SS:spectral. (d) RMS height including all topo-

graphic wavelengths < 50 km, (e) RMS height including only radiating topographic wavelengths,

(f) RMS height including only radiating topographic wavelengths, corrected for FrC = 0.4

similarly to Eq. (7). Bottom row: as for middle row, with G2010 representation of abyssal hill

topography.

flow is non-propagating. To validate the parameterisations against the numerical sim-896

ulation, we later (see §4.4) compare energy flux from the parameterised ans simulated897

wave field. However, calculation of resolved wave energy flux in the model is difficult,898

wave resolution likely depends on horizontal and vertical model resolution, and a large899

uncertainty is introduced by the need to estimate the rate of decay of the wave field with900

height above bottom. A more readily available variable for comparing the effective to-901

pographies is the RMS bottom vertical velocity.902

In the both the simulation and parameterisations, a no-penetration boundary con-903

dition holds at the topography904

w = uH · ∇Hh(x, y) (10)905

≃ uH · ∇Hheff(x, y) (11)906
907

where w is the total vertical velocity, uH is the total horizontal flow, ∇H is the horizon-908

tal gradient, h(x, y) is the full topography, and heff(x, y) is the effective topography seen909

by the flow. The second equality (11) arises from observing that when the flow is blocked910

or split, there is very little vertical component to the flow since UH is perpendicular to911

∇Hh. The bottom vertical velocity can therefore be seen as a proxy for the effective to-912

pography seen by the flow.913

In the linear parameterisations, this boundary condition is also free slip and lin-914

earised so that it acts at z = 0; this is equivalent to neglecting quadratic wave pertur-915
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Figure 7. 30 day average topographic Froude number, calculated as NH/|U|, where charac-

teristic height H for each panel is as in figure 6.

bation terms in the derivation of the linear theory. Assuming that this is valid, w2 can916

be found in a similar way to the energy flux (c.f. Eq. (3)). Note that the partial isotropy917

assumption and the correction for 2D topography used in the peaks method energy flux918

(Eq. (C11)) is not necessary here. In the simulations, there is a no-slip bottom bound-919

ary condition and a quadratic drag in addition to Eq. (10). Assuming that this friction920

acts in a thin bottom boundary layer and thus does not greatly affect the bottom 500921

m averaged velocities, the bottom RMS w can be calculated from the simulated verti-922

cal velocity field. In both cases, we can calculate both the total vertical velocity (as de-923

termined by the boundary condition Eq. (10)) and the propagating part associated with924

lee waves. In the case of the simulations, we use the Lagrangian filtered vertical veloc-925

ity for this (as shown in figure 3d) on day 25.926

Figure 8 shows the 30 day average total (radiating and non-radiating) RMS bot-927

tom vertical velocity calculated from the model (figure 8a), the peaks method (figure 8b)928

and the spectral method (figure 8c). Both the spectral and peaks results are shown with929

FrC = 1, with the spectral method calculation corrected in a similar way to Eq. (7).930

Spatially, they show the same patterns - bottom vertical velocity is enhanced at rough931

topography and where flow speeds are high. However, the spectral method predicts higher932

vertical velocities throughout - this is expected, as the saturation of the spectral method933

is only empirically verified for lee wave generating scales. The peaks method recreates934

the vertical velocity field of the simulation well, including many of the small scale fea-935

tures that the spectral method misses, since it is inherently non-local.936

Figure 8d shows the domain average RMS w against critical Froude number for the937

simulation and parameterisations. As seen from the spatial maps, the propagating SS:spectral938

estimate is significantly higher than the SS:peaks estimate - over 3 times larger at small939

FrC and nearly twice as large at large FrC . The SS:spectral estimate does not intercept940

the simulation estimate at any FrC , whereas the SS:peaks estimate predicts the simu-941

lated propagating RMS w correctly when FrC = 0.8, and total RMS w at FrC = 1,942

both realistic values (Perfect et al., 2020). The parameterised and simulated RMS w es-943
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Figure 8. Comparison of total RMS vertical velocity between parameterisations. (a) Bottom

500 m and 30 day averaged model vertical velocity (b) SS:peaks bottom RMS vertical velocity,

FrC = 1, (c) SS:spectral bottom RMS vertical velocity, FrC = 1. (d) Domain averaged bottom

RMS vertical velocity (propagating and total) against FrC , and (e) Time evolution of domain

averaged bottom RMS vertical velocity. The propagating component of the simulated vertical

velocity is shown by a star for day 25 only (where we have Lagrangian filtered output data).

timates are plotted against time in figure 8e for FrC = 1 in figure 8d, although note944

that the results for the spectral method are insensitive to FrC ≳ 0.3. The peaks method945

captures the temporal evolution of the model well, and although the spectral method also946

captures some of the temporal evolution, it is consistently too high. This suggests that947

a) the peaks representation does appear to adequately characterise the effective topog-948

raphy on radiating and non-radiating scales, and b) the spectral method overestimates949

the topographic variation, especially on non-radiating scales.950

4.4 Parameterisations: Comparison of energy flux951

We next compare parameterised and resolved energy fluxes. Figure 9a shows each952

of these domain and 30 day averaged estimates against the critical Froude number used953

in the parameterisations. Our estimate of bounds for the resolved energy flux at topog-954

raphy in the simulations is shown by the grey shaded region, and does not vary with FrC ,955

which can be seen as a tunable parameter in the parameterisations. The hydrostatic SS:spectral956

and SS:peaks methods are shown in solid blue and red respectively, and these can be di-957

rectly compared to the (hydrostatic) model energy flux. The peaks representation increases958

across all FrC , suggesting that the topography represented is significantly blocked, and959

the resulting wave field likely to be nonlinear. The peaks energy flux agrees with the re-960

solved energy flux at FrC ∼ 0.3−0.4, in contrast to the agreement in figure 8 at FrC ∼961

0.8−1 for RMS vertical velocity, suggesting that the peaks parameterisation has incon-962

sistencies. We hypothesise several potential reasons for this. Firstly, it is likely that the963

wave energy flux in the model is not fully resolved or filtered, and therefore underesti-964

mated. Secondly, it is unclear whether the exponential extrapolation of the wave energy965

flux in figure 5 is appropriate - parameterised vertical turbulent diffusivity and viscos-966

ity through the KPP scheme in the model are enhanced in the bottom 500 m or so, and967
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Figure 9. Domain mean energy flux from parameterisations and simulations against (a) criti-

cal Froude number FrC (30 day mean) and (b) time (at specified FrC). The shaded grey region

shows the likely range for resolved energy flux at topography in the simulations (see figure 5c).

Solid and dashed lines represent hydrostatic (hyd.) and nonhydrostatic (nonhyd.) calculations

repectively.

may significantly dissipate the generated lee waves, a mechanism discussed by (Shakespeare968

& Hogg, 2017). Finally, the estimation of energy flux in the peaks method requires a par-969

tial isotropy assumption (see Appendix C, Eq. (C11)), which may cause an underesti-970

mation of energy flux. This assumption is not necessary for the calculation of RMS ver-971

tical velocity.972

The SS:spectral method predicts higher energy flux than the SS:peaks method, es-973

pecially at lower FrC (figure 9a). The SS:spectral energy flux stops increasing at FrC ∼974

0.4, suggesting (as in figures 7e,f) that the resulting flow is fairly linear, and does not975

need a saturation correction - contrary to the peaks representation. Using the GEBCO976

bathymetry with both the spectral and peaks methods significantly increases the energy977

flux - more so with the spectral method, where energy flux for FrC ≳ 0.4 is doubled.978

This suggests that the updated GEBCO bathymetry has far superior resolution of the979

lee wave generating topography than the older version of bathymetry used in the model.980

We also plot the energy flux calculated with the G2010 abyssal hill spectrum - this fol-981

lows a similar trend to the other spectral methods, and energy flux lies between the SS:spectral982

and GEBCO:spectral estimates.983

In order to directly compare the energy flux estimates from resolved multibeam bathymetry984

with abyssal hill estimates, we also show the energy fluxes plotted in figure 9a restricted985

to the areas of the domain where the GEBCO dataset contains multibeam bathymetry986

- this area is shown in figure 10 and covers 70% of the domain deeper than 1000 m. In987

the case of the GEBCO:peaks estimate (which uses the local topography at each loca-988

tion), this does effectively restrict to lee wave flux generated by resolved features, whereas989

the spectral estimates use the surrounding 100 km by 100 km area of topography to cal-990

culate the ‘local’ spectrum, so this separation is not as clean. Similarly to figure 9a, the991

G2010 estimate lies between the GEBCO:peaks and GEBCO:spectral estimates. The hy-992

drostatic GEBCO:spectral estimate at FrC = 1 is 38% greater than the correspond-993

ing G2010 estimate, suggesting that larger non-abyssal hill scales may be important for994

lee wave energy flux, consistent with observational evidence in the Drake Passage (St.995

Laurent et al., 2012; Cusack et al., 2017). It is important to note, however, that com-996

parison of the peaks and spectral methods in the current study has shown that a spec-997

tral representation of a realistic topography that is truncated above some topographic998

wavelength, as in GEBCO:spectral, may not be appropriate.999
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Figure 10. (a) As in figure 9a, but spatially averaged over the unmasked domain shown in

(b), which shows where the GEBCO dataset contains multibeam bathymetry.

For best comparison with the hydrostatic simulations, we have so far used the hy-1000

drostatic approximation in our parameterisations. The nonhydrostatic calculations of1001

parameterised energy flux are shown as dashed lines in figures 9a, 10a . These show that1002

nonhydrostaticity is important in this region, significantly reducing lee wave energy flux.1003

This effect is the most significant in the topographic representations that contain the smaller1004

scales: G2010 (25% reduction), GEBCO:spectral (23% reduction), and GEBCO:peaks1005

(13% reduction), each stated for the whole spatial domain and at FrC = 1.1006

The GEBCO:peaks, GEBCO:spectral, and G2010 estimates in figure 10a can also1007

be compared to previous estimates of energy flux estimates in the Drake Passage. The1008

global (nonhydrostatic) estimate of Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) found an energy flux1009

of 0.037 kg m s−1 spatially averaged over our Drake Passage domain, which is consis-1010

tent with our spectral estimates in figure 10. Yang et al. (2018) considered various abyssal1011

hill estimates, finding a Drake Passage-averaged energy flux of 0.018 kg m s−1 (with Goff1012

(2010) topographic parameters), 0.012 kg m s−1 (with Goff and Arbic (2010) topographic1013

parameters) and 0.009 kg m s−1 (with Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) topographic pa-1014

rameters), each using energy saturation with a critical Froude number of 0.4. These es-1015

timates are lower than estimates by Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011); Scott et al. (2011),1016

which Yang et al. (2018) attribute to differences in the modelled near bottom velocity1017

and stratification, but these estimates are also of the same order of magnitude to ours.1018

The temporal evolution of the spatially averaged parameterised and modelled en-1019

ergy flux is shown in figure 9b. The simulated energy flux shows a similar time evolu-1020

tion to each parameterisation, especially for the peaks methods. The spatial patterns of1021

energy flux for each parameterisation are shown in figure 11, showing that they largely1022

recreate the patterns of the simulated energy flux, although each parameterisation has1023

strictly positive energy flux by construction. The spectral estimates, shown for FrC =1024

0.4 to be consistent with the results of Nikurashin et al. (2014), are much higher than1025

the peaks estimates, which show fairly good correspondence with the simulated energy1026

flux (note that these are shown for FrC = 0.3 for best match to the simulations, as in1027

figure 9a). The spatial patterns of energy flux largely coincide with the areas of high bot-1028

tom velocity shown in figure 4b.1029

Finally, we compare the spectral characteristics of each parameterisation; we were1030

unable to calculate a good estimate of the spectrum of the resolved energy flux from the1031

simulations near topography, since the flow field has missing data where topography in-1032

tersects any horizontal plane. Figure 12 shows the topographic and energy spectra for1033

each of the spectral methods. It is clear that the GEBCO:spectral topographic and en-1034

ergy spectra have power at smaller scales that are absent in SS:spectral due to the lim-1035

ited spatial resolution of the bathymetry used in the model. Power in the GEBCO:spectral1036
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Figure 11. 30 day average energy flux from (a) the modelled wave field; twice the flux at

500 m above bottom is shown, calculated using the spatial filter (c.f. figure 5c), and (b)-(f) each

parameterisation.

topographic spectrum is also greater at large topographic scales, and there is some un-1037

physical spurious signal at smaller scales (figure 12b). The G2010 topographic spectrum1038

(figure 12c) has similar order of magnitude, but the spectrum has a more defined anisotropy.1039

This isotropy is also visible in GEBCO:spectral (figure 12b), but not the model bathymetry1040

spectrum (figure 12a), suggesting that the anisotropy is associated with abyssal hills that1041

are preferentially orientated relative to large scale topographic features (Goff & Jordan,1042

1988), and not resolved in the bathymetry used in the model. The energy spectra fol-1043

low a largely similar pattern to the topographic spectra, with the exception of a reduc-1044

tion of energy towards zero at large topographic wavelengths due to rotation.1045

In order to show the amplitudes of the energy spectra more clearly, we plot a 1D1046

version of the 2D spectra shown in 12 in figure 13a. Each spectrum has a peak at a modal1047

wavelength of ∼ 10 km, which is large compared to the modal wavelength of 5 km found1048

by Scott et al. (2011) for lee wave energy flux in Southern Hemisphere, and reflects the1049

especially high bottom velocities in the Drake Passage. Both hydrostatic and nonhydro-1050

static energy spectra are shown, and, consistent with figure 9, the nonhydrostatic cal-1051

culation is smaller at every wavenumber, but more so for larger wavenumbers (as expected1052

from Eq. (3)). The GEBCO dataset generates the most energy flux at wavelengths larger1053

than ∼ 3 km (|k| ≲ 0.002), below which the G2010 abyssal hill estimate dominates.1054

SS:spectral has slightly larger energy flux than G2010 at wavelengths above ∼ 8 km (|k| ≲1055

0.0008), but significantly less at smaller scales.1056

Figure 13b shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of each of the spec-1057

tra in figure 13a. Vertical lines show the x-intercepts of the 50% and and 90% levels, thus1058

we see that using the model bathymetry, 90% of the energy flux occurs at wavelengths1059

larger than 4 km (nonhydrostatic), whereas 90% of the energy flux from the G2010 bathymetry1060

occurs at wavelengths larger than 2.5 km. For reference, Scott et al. (2011) found that1061

globally 90% of lee wave generation is between horizontal wavelengths of ∼ 1.1 km and1062

∼ 16 km. This calculation also allows inferences of the necessary model horizontal grid1063

resolution to resolve a given proportion of lee wave energy. With reference to our hydro-1064
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Figure 12. Top row: topographic spectra and bottom row: energy flux spectra. All spectra

are averaged over the domain and 30 days. Topographic representation used is indicated in the

labels.
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Figure 13. (a) 1D Energy flux spectra and b) CDF of energy flux with wavelength for each

spectral topographic representation. Vertical lines in (b) allow the 50% and 90% levels to be

read off from the wavelength (x) axis. Solid and dashed lines represent hydrostatic (hyd.) and

nonhydrostatic (nonhyd.) calculations repectively.

static simulation with its existing bathymetry, it suggests that to allow 90% of lee wave1065

energy to be resolved, the model must be able to resolve wavelengths of 3.5km. Our 0.01◦1066

horizontal resolution gives a N-S resolution of 1112m and a maximum W-E resolution1067

of 638 m. In an atmospheric study of mountain waves, Vosper et al. (2020) found that1068

wave drag decreased rapidly once the wavelengths were smaller than 5-8 times the grid1069

scale. This suggests that we fully resolve wavelengths greater than 5560-8900 m (N-S)1070

and 2860-5100 m (E-W), which would imply from figure 13 that 5-60% of the expected1071

energy flux in our model could be unresolved - although it is likely that some percent-1072

age of this missing flux is present in the simulations. With a more resolved bathymetry1073

such as GEBCO, or an abyssal hill bathymetry such as G2010, the necessary horizon-1074

tal resolution to resolve 90% of the flux in a nonhydrostatic model would be ∼ 300 −1075

500 m.1076
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The vertical resolution of the numerical model also has a significant effect on lee1077

wave generation; a previous version of our simulation with 100 vertical levels rather than1078

the current 225 levels, and 100 m vertical grid spacing below 2500 m, was unable to suf-1079

ficiently resolve the topography for lee wave generation (Mashayek, Ferrari, et al., 2017).1080

Horizontal and vertical resolution of ocean and climate models will soon increase into1081

the ‘grey zone’ (Vosper et al., 2016), in which wave processes are neither fully resolved1082

nor fully sub-grid-scale. Careful consideration of the overlap of parameterisations with1083

resolved processes will therefore become increasingly important. For ocean models that1084

attempt to resolve bottom generated internal waves and other processes, it may be nec-1085

essary to increase vertical resolution of the model grid near the sea-floor in a similar way1086

to the typical increase of vertical resolution near the surface.1087

5 Summary1088

Parameterisations of mixing and dissipation due to bottom generated lee waves in1089

ocean require knowledge of the sea-floor topography. Representing this topography in1090

the global parameterisations is a challenging task because oceanic bathymetry is not suf-1091

ficiently resolved, so statistical estimates of abyssal hills informed by topographic data1092

are used to represent topography on lee wave generating scales (Goff & Jordan, 1988).1093

Furthermore, linear theory for lee wave generation does not apply when the flow is blocked1094

or split at tall topography, so empirical corrections must be made to lee wave energy flux1095

estimates. Here, we developed several different representations of a realistic region of to-1096

pography, and compared the impact on the resulting lee wave energy flux. We asked the1097

question: if we know some complex, realistic, flow and bathymetry, can we predict the1098

lee wave energy flux, and how does this compare to abyssal hill estimates?1099

To do this, we used a realistic, wave resolving simulation of the Drake Passage, a1100

region of high lee wave generation. We first calculated the energy flux into lee waves in1101

the simulation, comparing two different wave filtering methods. We then compared this1102

energy flux with that calculated using linear theory and several different representations1103

of topography. In particular, we compared spectral methods, whereby the realistic Drake1104

Passage bathymetry was spectrally high pass filtered to only include topographic wave-1105

lengths that allowed radiating lee waves before empirical corrections for nonlinearity were1106

applied, with our own peaks method. This method represented the realistic topography1107

as an ensemble of Gaussian peaks. Each peak was considered individually, and its height1108

adjusted to account for flow blocking at some critical Froude number, allowing topographic1109

blocking to be represented in a more physical way. In addition to topographic represen-1110

tations that aimed to represent the bathymetry that was used in our simulation, we also1111

compared our results to energy flux implied by the Goff and Jordan (1988) abyssal hill1112

spectrum, which is commonly used in oceanic lee wave parameterisations.1113

We found that the spectral representation of realistic bathymetry may overestimate1114

the energy flux at topography, whereas the peaks method was able to recreate the mod-1115

elled energy flux for sensible values of the critical Froude number. We also compared the1116

inferred RMS vertical velocity from the simulation and parameterisations, as it is a more1117

readily available and direct proxy for the effective topography for lee wave generation.1118

We found that, whereas the spectral representation overestimated both the total and the1119

radiating part of the RMS vertical velocity, the peaks representation was able to capture1120

the amplitude and horizontal spatial structure of the radiating and total components of1121

the RMS vertical velocity. We concluded that the spectral topographic representations1122

may overestimate lee wave generation due to their inability to take into account flow block-1123

ing before the truncation to propagating scales, resulting in spurious small scales aris-1124

ing from the spectral truncation of large scale topography. We also found that energy1125

flux calculated spectrally from multibeam areas of resolved bathymetry in the region was1126

38% higher than that calculated with the abyssal hill estimates. This implies (assum-1127

ing validity of spectral methods) that the non-abyssal hill topography is important for1128
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lee wave generation in the Drake Passage, consistent with observational evidence (St. Lau-1129

rent et al., 2012; Cusack et al., 2017).1130

We also found that the spectral method may misrepresent the nature of the lee wave1131

field, in particular the nonlinearity and heterogeneity. The spectral method, relying on1132

a RMS representation of topographic height, predicts topographic Froude numbers ≤1133

0.4 almost everywhere in the domain, implying a fairly linear wave field. Linear lee waves1134

generated from a periodic bathymetry are not expected to become unstable and break1135

through shear or convective instability, and have instead been predicted to decay due1136

to interactions with vertical shear from inertial oscillations (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2010b).1137

However, the peaks method predicts that there are many peaks where the Froude num-1138

ber is ≃ 0.8, implying nonlinear and isolated lee waves, which can overturn and break1139

above topography in a fashion that is more commonly associated with atmospheric moun-1140

tain waves. The regime of lee wave generation implied by the peaks method would be1141

associated with enhanced drag (Peltier & Clark, 1979; Durran, 1986; Epifanio & Dur-1142

ran, 2001) and vigorous hotspots of lee wave breaking, potentially with high mixing ef-1143

ficiency due to convective overturns (Chalamalla & Sarkar, 2015). The heterogeneity of1144

the bottom velocity field due to eddies and steering from larger scale topography leads1145

to a patchy distribution of lee wave energy, implying that locality in the parameterisa-1146

tions of lee waves is important. Large energy flux from isolated patches of high bottom1147

velocity often propagate to and reflect from the surface in our model, interacting with1148

both the background flow and the reflected waves through constructive and destructive1149

interference (Baker & Mashayek, 2021).1150

6 Caveats1151

Our results come with a number of uncertainties and caveats that require further1152

study. Despite containing an energetic lee wave field, our simulations likely do not re-1153

solve the entire lee wave spectrum, and sensitivity to vertical and horizontal resolution1154

of such wave resolving models should be investigated further. Another substantial chal-1155

lenge arises from the need to parameterise sub-grid-scale wave breaking in such models,1156

and this introduces further uncertainty in our estimates. We tested two filtering meth-1157

ods to extract the lee wave field from the total flow, but a lack of ground truth in how1158

waves should be separated from the rest of the flow makes this a difficult task. Choices1159

were also required in the development of the spectral and peaks representations from the1160

realistic bathymetry, and careful sensitivity studies in idealised settings would be nec-1161

essary before drawing firm conclusions about the efficacy of each.1162

We have pushed the assumptions of the linear theory, as is typical in oceanic lee1163

wave parameterisations. In particular, assumptions on the uniformity of background flow1164

are likely to be invalid. We have assumed that the background flows are horizontally and1165

vertically uniform on the scales of lee wave generation - this is not the case in this do-1166

main, where large vertical wavelengths can be of a similar scale to vertical changes of1167

the background flow. Horizontal variations of the background flow are created by the1168

larger scale topographic features (e.g. figure 4a), and therefore the flow does vary on scales1169

that overlap with the spectrum of lee wave generation. Furthermore, we have assumed1170

that the background flow is steady on the timescale of lee wave generation, and neglected1171

transient wave generation. However, in comparing parameterisations of lee wave energy1172

flux with nonlinear simulations of realistic resolved wave energy flux, this work repre-1173

sents progress towards validating some of these assumptions.1174

7 Future directions1175

Our findings imply that spectral topographic representation techniques used to con-1176

struct current ocean model parameterisations may lead to overestimates of lee wave dis-1177

sipation and mixing in areas of rough topography, which could have implications for the1178
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large scale circulation. We also found that the nonlinearity of the wave field may be un-1179

derestimated, which could lead to misguided assumptions about the mechanisms and spa-1180

tial distribution of wave breaking and subsequent mixing and dissipation. Study of re-1181

gions with different topographic characteristics and with simplifications such as an ide-1182

alised flow would help to verify the these findings.1183

Although we have considered only bottom-generated waves generated by a quasi-1184

steady flow throughout, estimates of internal tide generation also depend on an abyssal1185

hill representation of topography. The impact of an ‘effective topography’ on internal1186

tide energy flux could also be investigated using this framework. Understanding of the1187

impact of other bottom processes, such as arrested Ekman layers, hydraulic jumps, and1188

wake vortices could also benefit from improvements in topographic representation.1189

Our peaks topographic representation suggests the need for real topographic data1190

for calculation of energy flux, which is currently not possible globally due to insufficient1191

multi-beam sea-floor data. However, the Nippon Foundation-GEBCO Seabed 2030 Project1192

(L. Mayer et al., 2018) aims to map 100% of the sea-floor by 2030, so it is likely that in1193

the next decade data coverage will significantly improve. Parameterisations of bottom1194

generated processes such as lee waves will then require techniques such as our peaks method1195

to capitalise on this hard-won dataset. Even in coarse resolution models, online param-1196

eterisations could take into account this high resolution bathymetry in calculating wave1197

energy flux. It is therefore timely to consider the improvements to parameterisations that1198

may be made with improved resolution of sea-floor topography.1199

Appendix A The spatial directional filter1200

We develop a spatial directional filter help us to separate lee waves from other low1201

frequency flow structures with similar spatial scales. We exploit the general character-1202

istic of lee waves that the wave crests are perpendicular to the flow direction (neglect-1203

ing 3D effects).1204

To determine a wave correlation term at some location, for example uw, we first1205

define the background flow at that location as the 20 km low passed flow field (performed1206

using a horizontal 2D uniform filter of width 20 km). We then use this background flow1207

to determine the flow direction, and bin this into 4 categories based on the compass di-1208

rections: NS (& SN), WE (& EW), NW-SE (& SE-NW) and NE-SW (& SW-NE). We1209

then extract one dimensional ‘strikes’ of length 20 km in this direction of the high passed1210

wave fields u and w. We remove any linear trend from each, multiply them together, and1211

take an average to give the relevant term (here, uw) at that location.1212

Appendix B The spectral topographic representation1213

This method is applied to both the Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) bathymetry1214

used in the model SS:spectral and the GEBCO bathymetry GEBCO:spectral. We rep-1215

resent bathymetry h(x, y), where x and y are longitude and latitude, by a topographic1216

spectrum P (k, l;x, y) at each model gridpoint.1217

We are interested in the properties of the bathymetry on the most granular scale1218

possible, in order to understand the impact of the complex bathymetric features in our1219

domain. To do so, we use a sliding window Fourier transform, whereby the signal (here,1220

the bathymetry) is multiplied by a window function that restricts to some smaller spa-1221

tial domain and brings the signal to zero at the domain edges to avoid spectral sidelobe1222

issues. However, there is an inherent difficulty associated with finding a ‘local’ spectral1223

representation due to the ‘uncertainty principle in signal processing’ (analagous to the1224

Heisenburg uncertainty principle in quantum mechanics), or Gabor Limit (Gabor, 1946).1225

There is a limitation in the joint spectral and spatial resolution, which in our case means1226
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a trade-off between window size (and hence localisation of signal) and wavenumber res-1227

olution. We find that a 2D window size of 100 km × 100 km (and thus a wavenumber1228

resolution of 2π×10−5 rad m−1) keeps errors in energy flux calculations due to limited1229

wavenumber resolution below 1%, whilst still allowing some localisation of the topographic1230

spectra.1231

First, we take the original model topography h (including the sponge layer region1232

to avoid missing data at the edges). We remove a 50 km smoothed bathymetry using a1233

uniform filter from the original, leaving us with a bathymetry hhp(x, y) that still con-1234

tains all lee wave generating scales. 50 km is chosen as it is the maximum bottom value1235

of 2πU/f in the domain, hence the maximum possible lee wave generating scale.1236

At each grid location, we interpolate the high pass lat-lon (x, y) model grid onto1237

a 100 km by 100 km regular grid (X,Y ) at 500 m resolution, where the origin (X,Y ) =1238

(0, 0) is at (x, y). We then apply a Hann windowing function FH(X,Y ) to hhp, to give1239

hf (X,Y ) = hhp(X,Y )FH(X,Y ), where1240

FH(X,Y ) =
1

4
(1 + cosπX/L)(1 + cosπY/L) (B1)1241

where (X,Y ) = (0, 0) is the local coordinate of the point at which we wish to find the1242

spectrum, and L = 50 km. This filter brings hf to zero at the edges of the patch, re-1243

moving sidelobe issues when a Fourier transform is taken. hf is then renormalised so that1244

h2
f = h2

hp. FH itself has wavelength outside of the propagating wavelengths, so although1245

this filtering does modify the spectrum, it doesn’t significantly affect the lee wave gen-1246

erating scales.1247

The Fourier transform ĥ(k, l) of hf (X,Y ) is then found through1248

ĥ(k, l) =

∫ L

−L

∫ L

−L

hf (X,Y )e−i(kX+lY ) dX dY (B2)1249

and the topographic power spectrum is given by P (k, l;x, y) = 1
4L2 |ĥ(k, l)|2.1250

Appendix C The peaks topographic representation1251

This method is applied to the Smith and Sandwell (1997, v15.1) bathymetry used1252

in the model in SS:peaks and to the GEBCO bathymetry in GEBCO:peaks. First, we1253

determine points that are local maxima in some direction using a 1D peak finding al-1254

gorithm in each of the compass directions NS (& SN), WE (& EW), NW-SE (& SE-NW)1255

and NE-SW (& SW-NE). We then filter this set of peaks to include only those that have1256

a maximum in the direction of the local flow, defined by the bottom 500 m averaged ve-1257

locity.1258

For each of these peaks, we define the width Wfull as twice the minimum horizon-1259

tal distance between the peak and the two bounding topographic minima along the flow1260

direction, and the height Hfull as minimum difference in topographic height between the1261

peak and the bounding minima. We then approximate this feature locally as a 1D Gaus-1262

sian bump of the form1263

hfull(x) = Hfulle
− x2

β2W2
full (C1)1264

where β = 0.3 is a Gaussian width scale, set so that the width of the base of a Gaus-1265

sian is defined at 5% of its height.1266

We then calculate the maximum effective height Hmax = Frc|U|/N (for some FrC ∼1267

O(1)) to decide whether the flow will be blocked or not.1268
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The new bump height H and width W are given by1269

H =

{
Hfull, Hfull < Hmax

Hmax, Hfull ≥ Hmax

(C2)1270

W =

Wfull,
(
1− e

− 1
4β2

)
Hfull < Hmax

2βWfull

√
− ln (1−Hmax/Hfull),

(
1− e

− 1
4β2

)
Hfull ≥ Hmax

(C3)1271

(C4)1272
1273

where 1−e
− 1

4β2 ≃ 0.95 is a correction associated with the estimate of the basal width1274

of the Gaussian at 5% of its height.1275

The total energy flux associated with this peak can now be found, assuming the1276

Gaussian shape. However, the 1D nature of this calculation must be corrected for. Sup-1277

pose there is some isolated bathymetric feature given by h(x, y), with Fourier transform1278

h̃(k, y) in x only, and ĥ(k, l) in both x and y. Then supposing without loss of general-1279

ity that the local flow is in the x direction, the total energy flux associated with this fea-1280

ture is (with reference to Eq. (3)):1281

E2D =
ρ0U

2π2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ |N/U |

|f/U |
|ĥ(k, l)|2 |k|

|k|
√
(N2 − αU2k2)(U2k2 − f2) dk dl , (C5)1282

However, when estimating the generation, we are approximating this by an integral in1283

y over individual 1D sections:1284

E1D =

∫ ∞

−∞

ρ0U

π

∫ |N/U |

|f/U |
γ(k)|h̃(k, y)|2

√
(N2 − αU2k2)(U2k2 − f2) dk dy , (C6)1285

=
ρ0U

2π2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ |N/U |

|f/U |
γ(k)|ĥ(k, l)|2

√
(N2 − αU2k2)(U2k2 − f2) dk dl , (C7)1286

1287

where γ(k) is a correction factor so that E1D = E2D, and is given by:1288

γ(k) =

∫∞
−∞

|k|
|k| |ĥ(k, l)|

2 dl∫∞
−∞ |ĥ(k, l)|2 dl

(C8)1289

We have assumed for each y that h(x, y) can be represented by a Gaussian. If we fur-1290

ther assume that h is Gaussian in y with some horizontal lengthscale a, we obtain:1291

γ(k) =
a|k|
2
√
π

∫ ∞

−∞
(k2 + l2)−

1
2 e−

l2a2

2 dl (C9)1292

=
a|k|√
2π

e
k2a2

4 K0

(
k2a2

4

)
(C10)1293

1294

where K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. As |z| → ∞, K0(z) →1295 √
π
2z e

−z
(
1 +O

(
1
z

))
, thus as a|k| → ∞ (topography becomes more 2D, or ridge-like),1296

γ(k) → 1.1297

We then assume that the topography is isotropic so that a = W , and use γ(k)1298

in our 2D expression for the energy flux of each section:1299

Esec =
ρ0U

π

∫ |N/U |

|f/U |
γ(k)|h̃(k, y)|2

√
(N2 − αU2k2)(U2k2 − f2) dk (C11)1300

The factor γ(k) reduces the energy generation from a 3D obstacle compared to a 2D one.1301

However, the aspect ratio of the relevant topographic feature is not calculable from this1302

1D section approach. This partial isotropy assumption is therefore a drawback of this1303
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method - the method is only exact for a small amplitude, isotropic Gaussian topogra-1304

phy.1305

For each peak, the total energy flux is assumed to be distributed over a 20 km sec-1306

tion parallel to the local flow and centred on the peak. Maps of energy flux, such as fig-1307

ures 11b-f are constructed by summing these sections for all peaks. Note that the total1308

energy flux calculation is not dependent on this choice of 20 km, but spatial maps are.1309

Maps of blocked height, width, and other parameters, can be constructed similarly, though1310

instead of summing, the ‘blocked height’ at some point (if non-zero), is given as the blocked1311

height associated with the most energetic lee wave with a section overlapping that point.1312
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